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The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME
AMENDMENT No. 283/31

Report on Submissions: Correction

THE SPEAKER (Mr Thompson): I have to
announce that a printing error has occurred in the
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority,
Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No.
283/31, Report on Submissions tabled on 24
March 1981.

In the last sentence of the second part of
paragraph 1 2, the word '"not" should be inserted
between the words "does" and "require",

In accordance with the provisions of Standing
Order No. 235, I authorise the necessary
correction to be made to the copy which was
tabled.

TRAFFIC

Reduction of Road Carnage: Petition

MR TONKIN (Morley) [4.33 p.m.j: I have a
petition from 33 citizens of this State to the effect
that the Government be requested to continue to
support the effective measures being used by the
Road Traffic Authority to reduce the carniage on
our roads. It requests further that the
Government introduce necessary legislation to
reduce the legal blood alcohol limit from 0.08 to
0.05 as now applying in Victoria and New South
Wales, and to require compulsory alcohol tests for
all traffic victims admiitted to hospital.

I have certified that the petition conforms with
the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER. I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 30.)

TRAFFIC

Reduction of Road Carnage: Petition

MR WILSON (Dianella) 14.34 p.m.J: I have a
petition from 252 citizens of Western Australia
couched in similar terms to the petition which has
just been presented by the member for Morley.

The petition conforms with the Standing
Orders of the Legislative Assembly and I have
certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petiiion No. 3 1.)

TRAFFIC
Reduction of Road Carnage: Petit ion

MR SPRIGGS (Darting Range) 14,35 p.m.]: I
have a petition phrased in similar terms to the two
petitions which have just been presented. It has 44
signatures and it conforms with the Standing
Orders of the Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 32.)

HOSPITALS
Staff Cut-backs: Petition

MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister for
Health) [4.36 p.m.]: I have a petition from 21 987
electors Of this State which reads as follows-

To the H-onourable the Speaker and
Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in
Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned, respectfully showeth
that the State Government intends to reduce
hospital personnel by 248 in retaliation for
the Nurses' legally sought and won pay rise,
and has threatened similar action if other
industries are awarded increases beyond
indexation, giving as justification its own
short-sighted budgetary policy.

Government hospital and other workers
have been working under pressure for some
years because of existing staff ceilings.
Further cuts can only cause serious
deterioration in the quality of services to the
public, distress to those dismissed and their
families, and anxiety, stress and insecurity
throughout Government employment.

We therefore demand that the Premier
and his Government immediately withdraw
all threats of dismissal and reframes its
budget to include recognition of the
increasing value of its loyal Work force.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest
consideration, and your petitioners in duty
bound will ever pray.

The petition bears 21 987 signatures and I have
certified that it conforms with the Standing
Orders of the Legislative Assembly, even though I
cannot certify anything else in regard to it.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(Sec petit ion No. 3.)

SUPPLY BILL

Introduti iion and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Sir Charles Court

(Treasurer), and read a first time.

NOISE ABATEMENT AMENDMENT
BILL

In Committee

Resumed from 16 April. The Chairman of
Committees (Mr Clarko) in the Chair: Mr Young
(Minister for Health) in charge of the Bill.

Progress was reported after clause 5 had been
agreed to.

Clause 6: Section 6 amended-
Mr HODGE: This clause seeks to add a new

subsection (3a) to the Act. Section 6 of the Act is
that section which empowers the Minister for
Health to exempt certain people, certain areas
and certain premises, in this State, from all the
provisions of the legislation.

I understand this power has been exercised on a
few occasions, It was exercised recently, by the
current Minister for Health, when he exempted
the N4TT Morley bus depot from all the
provisions of the legislation for a period of 12
months.

I think this exemption provision has been used
twice only since 1972. However, this clause seeks
to give more power under' this section in order
that the Minister for Health may renew, suspend,
cancel, or vary the declaration made under
subsection (1) of this section of the Act. It also
gives the Minister the power to cancel or vary the
exemptions or conditions he may have put on
exemptions previously.

The proposed change may be an improvement
in that it introduces a degree of flexibility into the
legislation. However, I am not quite sure what the
Minister's powers are with respect to applying
conditions or renewing this order; or indeed, if
any time limit is to be applied for the period of
exemption.

I outlined my opposition to this clause and the
entire section during the second reading stage of
the legislation because I do not think it is
appropriate for the Minister for Health to sit as a
sort of arbitrator, making decisions and
exempting people from the provisions of the law.
The legislation has not been implemented
satisfactorily with respect to the Morley bus depot

exemption. I understand that that decision was
made, in private, by the Minister without the
residents in the immediate area being invited to
appear before the Minister or to make
submissions to him.

It is essential that if people or organisations
are to be exempted from Acts of Parliament
justice must be seen to be done. I do not think it is
appropriate for the Minister, who is charged with
the day-to-day administration of the legislation.
to be the arbitrator and to be judging also
whether he will exempt certain people or
organisations from the provisions of the
legislation.

I Suggest it would be much more appropriate if
a tribunal were established to hear applications
for exemption from this section of the Act. I do
not think it is appropriate that the Minister
should sit in judgment on them. I believe such
hearings should be public and all parties should
be invited to make submissions to the tribunal,
and hearings should be open to the media. That
would result in a fair decision and one that the
public may be prepared to accept. Perhaps
residents affected by noise would be more inclined
to accept a decision if they felt the hearing was
fair and all sides of the argument were taken into
consideration in an open and public manner.

Perhaps such a tribunal could be used to fulfil a
similar function in respect of the Clean Air Act
under which the Minister also has certain powers
which I think he should not have.

I believe section 6 should have been removed
and I am disappointed the Government has not
seen fit to do that. Instead it has tried to clarify
the Minister's powers to ensure they are beyond
question and that if in the future the Minister
wishes to exempt someone else from the Act he
will be able to do SO without there being any grey
areas or possible legal impediments.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville raised
two points, the first of which was in connection
with proposed new subsection (3a). I inform him
that one of the problems with the existing Act is
that the Minister does not have power to vary,
suspend, or cancel an exemption he has granted.
The member for Melville said only three Matters
had been dealt with under this section; however, a
number of individual matters have been dealt
with within the category applying to building
sites. It is generally conceded that one cannot
apply the noise regulations to building sites
without having some right to exempt sites in the
course of sheet piling or other noisy activities.

Once the Minister has agreed to exempt a site
from the provisions of the Act he cannot amend
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or cancel that exemption. So if a person acts in a
way which is not prescribed by the decision but in
a way which is obviously upsetting to nearby
businesses, the Minister is virtually tied by the
Act. I am sure the member for Melville would not
want that situation to continue.

The second point he raised concerned whether
the Minister should have the sole right to
determine whether it is valid to exempt a
particular noisy industry. Although I am sure
some members of the Committee would concede
there is some justification in what he said, I do
not agree with him. 1 hasten to add that the
reason I do not agree with him is the varying
kinds of activities which will be covered not only
by the Act as it stands but also by the Act as it is
proposed to be amended, in respect of which
future exemptions may be made by the Minister.

I refer to matters such as pop concerts. An
application may be made to exempt a Festival of
Perth item, such as the "18 12 Overture" in which
cannons are fired. Obviously the Minister
should-and indeed I did-grant an exemption in
such a case. Certain building works to which I
have referred and certain sporting events also will
require special exemption from the Act.

In those circumnstaneces one cannot foresee the
day when a tribunal should be set up to consider
the applications;, nor does such a proposition
appear practical to me in any way, shape, or form.
The thought of having the public, the media, and
interested parties involved in a decision like this is
horrendous to me. Governmcnts are elected to
govern and the Minister can and should make
decisions after receiving proper advice.

I imagine the member for Melville, on his past
performance, will not be satisfied with that
answer but nonetheless I believe it is a valid
answer.

Mr HODGE: The Minister is correct in
assuming I am not satisfied with his answer. I am
most disappointed he is not prepared to concede
the point which I think is perfectly reasonable, and
valid. If Parliament determines that certain
criteria shall apply in respect of noise, then only
under very exceptional circumstances-and it
should be a rare event-should the Minister have
power to override the law passed by Parliament. I
do not think it is proper that the Minister charged
by Parliament with enforcing such legislation
should be able to sit in private-in secret-and
make decisions to exempt individuals or
organisations from the provisions of a law passed
by Parliament. Only under very special
circumstances should people be exempted from
the provisions of this Act; and the examples given

by the Minister were not the sorts of
circumstances which I would warrant as being
exceptional.

The citizens of Western Australia have a right
to expect that the noise laws-weak as they may
be-will be applied fairly and evenly to all
citizens and only in exceptional circumstances will
people receive special treatment and dispensation.
In those special circumstances it is right and
proper that a tribunal make the decision. The
tribunal may bc composed of only one person; he
could be a part-time officer with some expertise in
this field; someone who is impartial and who
would invite all parties to put their case in a
public hearing before making a decision.

That would prevent potential abuses of the Act
and it would give the appearance that justice is
being done and that influential people do not
receive special treatment. Such an allegation may
be made under the present system. I thought the
Minister might have been prepared to accept my
argument. It is not an extreme or outrageous
proposi tion; in fact, many people have indicated
to me that they agree with it.

Clause put and passed.
Clause?: Section 10 amended-
Mr HODGE: This clause seeks to amend

section I0 of the Act, which sets out the
composition of the Noise and Vibration '"a MI15
Council. The clause makes a number of changes
to the composition of the council. I am not
opposed to all the changes, but I am opposed to
some of them.

I point out to the Minister that there is a small
typographical error in the Act. It is not open to
me to amend that, because it is not covered in the
Bill. However, I draw the attention of the
.Minister to section 10(2) (c) (iv) which refers to
the department of environmental protection, and
yet the department has not been known by that
name for many years. Perhaps the Minister may
be able to have that corrected to the Department
of Conservation and Environment. That is a
minor matter only.

Another important change to the composition
of the council provides that the Local Government
Association is to be represented for the first time.
I welcome that move.

I am at a loss to understand why it is necessary
for the Confederat'on of WA Industry to have
two representatives. rhe Minister mentioned that
in passing during his second reading speech. He
said that formerly there was a representative from
the West Australian chamber of manufactures
and one from the employers' federation, and now
the two organisations have amalgamated, there
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will be two representatives from the
confederation. The Minister did not attempt to
justify that. I would have thought. if the two
organisations had amalgamated, one
representative would have been adequate. All the
other organisations have one representative only. I
cannot see any logical reason for having two.
Surely the confederation has one point of view
only. It must reach a consensus in its attitude to
matters; and if he is a capable person, one
representative should be able to represent the
views of the confederation. I would appreciate the
Minister's explaining why the organisation needs
two representatives.

I notice that the Trades and Labor Council has
one representative only. If we are to have two
representatives from the confederation, we 'should
have two from the TLC; but I am not advocating
that seriously. The committee is probably too
large already.

This clause provides for the Governor to
appoint a deputy chairman. It makes it clear that
the Commissioner of Public Health shall be the
chairman of the council: and I approve of that as
a sensible move. However, I cannot understand
why the Governor has to be involved in appointing
the deputy chairman. There should be a degree of
uniformity in our legislation dealing with the
appointments of chairmen and deputy chairmen.
Most other committees appoint their own deputy
chairmen, if they do not appoint their own
chairmen. It is strange that the Governor needs to
appoint the deputy chairman.

In my second reading speech I asked the
Minister to give consideration to amalgamati ng
the advisory committee and the Noise and
Vibration Control Council. In some other States
the organisations are amalgamated; and they
seem to work satisfactorily. We have a fairly
cumbersome system, with two separate bodies. It
would streamline and speed up the activities of
controlling noise pollution if the two bodies were
amalgamated.

I know this Bill makes provision for better
liaison between the two bodies. It sets up links
between them; and that is a move in the right
direction. However, it would be in the best
interests of the fight against noise pollution for
these two committees to be amalgamated.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville raised
four points in respect of this clause. The first was
that the Department of Conservation and
Environment is described incorrectly in the Act.
That is a valid point, and I will have that matter
checked. Naturally, the Interpretation Act
overcomes any statutory or constitutional

problem. If it is necessary for an amendment to
be made, this may have been the appropriate
time.

The second point raised by the member dealt
with the two representatives of the Confederation
of WA Industry. I am not suggesting that the
amalgamation of the two bodies has not
amalgamated their interests; but it is my
understanding that there is still, in effect, a clear
line of thought and representation in respect of
the two bodies. There are two fields of interest.
There are the interests of the employers'
federation as employers, and there arc the
interests of the manufacturers as manufacturers.
We are not adding to the committee, but we are
simply using the numbers to allow for two
representatives of the confederation. I have no
doubt that representation on the council will be a
matter for consideration in the near future: and if
this particular matter requires any further
consideration, I will be prepared to lend my mind
to it.

The third point raised by the member was in
respect of the deputy chairman and the necessity
to have the Governor make that appointment. It
will be an Executive Council appointment, after
consideration by the Cabinet. The reason is that
the deputy chairman under this Act, as distinct
from some other Acts, has the power to act as the
chairman in the absence of the chairman. Indeed,
for the time being he is the chairman, with all the
powers of the chairman. Therefore there is the
requirement that the appointment of the deputy
chairman be ratified by the Executive Council.

The fourth point was that the Noise and
Vibration Control Council and the Noise
Abatement Advisory Committee should be
combined in one committee. I am as anxious as
the next person to avoid councils and committees
wherever possible; but there is a difference
between these two bodies. The council is a body
advising the Minister; and without being
specifically pedantic, the council is more in the
nature of a policy committee than a technical
committee. The Noise Abatement Advisory
Committee is a technical committee, and it
consists of people with expertise to consider all
the technical aspects of noise. The committee
passes the results of its findings to the council. I
do not regard the two bodies as sufficiently alike
to bring them into one council. It would not work
very well if the council was trying to advise the
Minister and trying to do the technical work.

Mr HODGE: I did not think the Minister's
explanation for the appointment of two
representatives from the confederation was
convincing. He said that the two bodies have
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maintained separate interests in different areas, to
some degree. That may well be true. I would
venture to suggest that that is true of a number of
organisations represented on the council. It
certainly would be true of the Trades and Labor
Council. The representative of the TLC
represents a diverse group of organisations
affiliated with the TLC, ranging from clerical
officers to metal workers and builders' labourers.
The whole strata of society is represented by one
person. That is not at all unusual; and I am not
convinced by the Minister's argument.

We all know that the Liberal Government
enjoys a close working relationship with the
confederation; as it may be said that the
Australian Labor Party enjoys a close working
relationship with the trade union movement. it
could be considered that the Government is giving
a special privilege to the confederation in allowing
two representatives when every other
organisation, including the TLC, has one only.
That may not be the case, but it could be
construed that way.

Similarly, I am not swayed by the Minister's
argument on my suggestion that the council and
the committee be amalgamated. It seems that the
main function of the council should be to advise
and assist the Government in controlling all forms
of noise pollution. An amalgamation of the
technical experts with the members of the council
should be very successful; and the one body would
have a great amount of expertise. This would
streamline and improve the efficiency of the fight
against noise pollution in this State.

Certainly there is need for improvement in
efficiency. The council has not been an
outstanding success since its establishment. It has
not made a lot of progress. I have been
disappointed in the progress it has made.

I understand that New South Wales has only
one committee and it Works very successfully. I
am disappointed that the Government is not
prepared to give this more consideration.

Mr YOUNG: I have previously pointed out to
the member for Melville that I will see how this
particular situation works in regard to the
representatives of the Noise and Vibration
Control Council over the years to come or perhaps
over the next 1 2 months.

In regard to the second point he made, to try to
amalgamate the Noise Abatement Advisory
Committee and the Noise and Vibration Control
Council would be to preclude the thesis upon
which many organisations work whereby it is
better to have a subcommittee or a standing
committee dealing with technical aspects or

specific aspects of the work for which a particular
body is charged. The Noise Abatement Advisory
Council was set up specifically under the Act by
the then Minister for Health, the present Leader
of the Opposition. If we look at the members who
comprise the Noise Abatement Advisory
Committee we will see they are all technical men
and experts in their field. On the other hand, the
Noise and Vibration Control Council, the body I
have described as being more in the nature of a
policy body, is made up of representative people
who can sift the advice of the technical
subcommittee and provide appropriate advice as a
council.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 8: Section 12 amended-

Mr HODGE: This clause amends section 12(1)
of the principal Act and inserts a new paragraph
(ea) relating to the functions of the Noise and
Vibration Control Council. It states that the job
of the council is to prepare, publish, and
disseminate for the guidance of design engineers
and persons engaged in town planning or the
control of traffic, acceptable standards for
reducing noise and vibration.

1 raised this matter in my second reading
speech and the Minister misunderstood me, it
would seem, because in his reply he gave the
distinct impression that, in future, standards
would be set-standards rather than
regulations-for engineers and town planners to
control traffic noise and noise from machinery
and so on. That is just not the ease because this
clause will empower the Noise and Vibration
Control Council to set up guidelines only rather
than something which will have statutory
authority. It seems the Government is pinning its
hopes on the engineers and town planners being
nice chaps willing to abide by the guidelines set
down by the council. The new paragraph goes on
to say "or any class thereof, to promote the
general adoption of those standards by planners,
and from time to time to revise, alter, or replace
those standards". So this new clause is talking
about promoting the general adoption of the
guidelines rather than providing enforceable
regulations. That seems a very strange way to
tackle noise pollution. If the Government were
serious about controlling noise pollution it would
have introduced a Bill with effective regulations.
This clause allows the council only to establish
guidance for the relevant people and this is not
good enough. To a large degree it is merely
window dressing.

As I said previously, this places the
Commissioner of Public Health in an invidious
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position. I have already seen the preliminary notes
of the proposed standards he has set out. They are
contained in the 'Noise Planning and
Development Document 1979". He is reduced to
asking people to adhere to certain guidelines. It
seems ludicrous that the Chairman of the Noise
and Vibration Control Council has to get down on
bended knees and appeal to people's better
natures to abide by certain standards. If the
Government is serious about tackling this
problem-I question whether it is-it should not
be fiddling about with these sorts of guidelines.
The Parliament should be passing regulations
laying down definite standards and providing
severe penalties for people who do not abide by
them.

Mr YOUNG: I want to make it perfectly clear
there is no way I-or anyone on this side, I would
hope-would foresee any requirement for
regulations to be placed in this Act stating how
any planner who is planning a building should
provide for its construction or the installation of
plant and the like. Anyone who has read this Bill
would realise that what the member for Melville
has said is incorrect. The new paragraph refers to
regulations which are not yet in effect. It could be
said they are guidelines for the guidelines. Those
guidelines have not yet been adopted by the
Government or by the council.

The point made by the member for Melville is a
philosophical one. He believes the Bill should
include specific regulations covering the matters
that are set out in general terms only in respect of
the words "to prepare, publish and disseminate
for the guidance of design engineers, persons
engaged in town planning or the control of
traffic". He believes the Bill should state in
specific terms that planners should plan in a
specific way and design in a specific way. Anyone
who knows anything about planning designs
knows that the end result with that sort of
direction, particularly written into an Act and
considering the nature of the bureaucracy, would
mean there could be a dictate covering the colour
of a machine and where it would be placed, and
so on. I believe quite firmly that what the
legislation needs is a set of guidelines which can
be looked at by the people for their reference and
that we should encourage or promote the idea of
people following these guidelines and going if
necessary to the Noise and Vibration Control
Council from time to time indicating that
something is not working or is not practicable,
and so on. Had the member for Melville spoken
with the committee or the council he would have
been assured by them that there would be no set
of regulations which could be specifically written

that would be practical until such time as the
guidelines had been given a chance to be used and
considered. I doubt whether it would be possible
to write more specific ones.

Mr HODGE: I do not know how many
members followed the Minister's explanation but
I am sure those who did were quite amazed. His
explanation really illustrated the basic difference
between the Opposition and the Government's
attitude towards controlling noise pollution. It
was a very damning admission by the Minister.
The Opposition is fair dinkum about doing
something to control noise pollution. The
Government is not prepared to take any effective
action to provide a permanent reduction in noise
pollution. He shamelessly came out into the open
and admitted the Government was doing nothing.
The Minister completely confirmed the charges I
have laid against the Government. It is a disgrace
that he is prepared to stand in this Chamber and
admit he is not willing to introduce legislation
which can tackle noise pollution.

There are regulations in force in other parts of
Australia and in other parts of the world which
we could use as a basis to draft regulations to
control our noise pollution problems. I do not
accept the Minister's excuses that they would not
be workable. It is ludicrous for him to suggest
they would place an unfair burden on industry
and that they would be dealing with the colour of
machines. There are plenty of Statutes we could
use and even the Health Act lays down in quite
explicit detail the direction which industry must
follow. The Government must be very careful and
explicit and have laws which are enforceable if it
wants to protect public health.

I have given the Chamber the facts of the
amount of deafness in the community caused by
noise, The Government is falling down badly by
taking this very weak-kneed approach to this
question. This clause is little better than nothing
at all. It is bad that we should place a senior
public servant like Dr McNulty in a position
where he has legislation with no teeth and can
only appeal to the better nature of planners and
the like and ask that they should conform to the
guidelines. The Department of Health and
Medical Services should be there to offer
guidance and advice to any person requiring it.
Just because we have Statutes or regulations does
not mean the department cannot be helpful and
offer assistance to people.

Regulations or a Statute would not affect that
advisory role at all. It is most unfair to expect
public servants to try to enforce this sort of
legislation. It must be a great embarrassment to
the Commissioner of Public Health and other
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senior public servants that they will have this sort
of legislation bowled up to them to try to enforce.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville has
demonstrated fairly clearly thc differences
between the philosophies of his side of the
Chamber and the philosophies of mine. I repeat
that there is no way in which I as a Minister will
introduce into this Parliament a power for
prescription which is so specific as to enable the
laying down of design requirements in a form that
is absolutely hidebound as the member for
Melville suggested.

I remind him of a similar situation because he
said he is sure that such regulations with teeth
exist in this country and, if not, in other countries.
I wish I had the book of references before me, but
I can give the exact reference to him privately of
a certain set of circumstances in which the same
federal counsellor in respect of noise and vibration
in the United States of America laid down such
firm and specific guidelines in regard to design
that one factory was required to place sound
shields around every machine in its factory. That
cost the company, General Motors, something like
S 1.5-not milIlion-bil lion. The reason the
bureaucracy gave GM for its insistence for that
particular condition was that some employees
might not be motivated to wear hearing
protection equipment.

Mr Hodge. We can always have such extremes,
but that is not a good reason.

Mr YOUNG: It is the end result of the sort of
regulations which attempt to prescribe design. I
do not mind prescription in regard to quite a
number of things, and I inform the member that
we are dinktim, but not dinkum in the way the
members on his side of the Chamber claim we
ought to be-with a heavy hand. The member for
Melville would lay down conditions on one basis
by saying "That is the way it will be, and if you
don't like it you can lump it." I know the member
has not suggested an amendment-I do not say he
should-to this clause that would have the result I
described, but it is a matter of fact that if we
allow over- prescription on matters such as design.
particularly in an area where there exists a
conflict of opinion, the desired result will not be
attained.

Not too long ago I exchanged with the member
some views about the simplest prevention of noise,
ear muffs, and whether ear muffs were effective.
He told us that ear muffs arc next to useless
because of the way noise enters the body's hearing
system. However, I am sure he would agree ear
muffs are better than nothing.

If we have disagreement on something that
obvious, what sort of disagreement will we have
on design, town planning and the sorts of things
referred to in this clause? Obviously that is the
point where our philosophies part, and part
widely.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 9: Section 13 amended-
Mr HODGE: Section 13 of the Act outlines the

composition of the Noise Abatement Advisory
Committee. Already I have referred briefly to
that committee. Basically it is a committee of
technical experts to tender advice to the council.
Clause 9 would delete reference to the West
Australian Chamber of Manufactures and
substitute the new name "Confederation of
Western Australian Industry". I do not oppose
that amendment strongly although I wonder
whether the confederation representative will be a
technical expert. That is not specified in the Act
which states the representative must have relevant
experience in regard to sound control.

That description is fairly vague and. I suppose,
under it I could be classified as an appropriate
representative. In addition no provision is made
for the Trades and Labor Council to be
represented on the advisory committee, which I
think is a great pity. The Trades and Labor
Council could be represented by a professionally
qualified person; members of affiliated unions
would have the appropriate professional expertise
in matters of noise control and related matters. I
believe if we are to have an even-handed approach
and all points of view are to be represented and all
interests protected, it would be a good gesture for
the Government at the same time as including the
confederation representative, to give the Trades
and Labor Council the opportunity to have a
technically or professionally qualified
representative on the committee.

Mr YOUNG: If the Trades and Labor Council
writes to me and makes recommendations ini that
regard I will be prepared to consider the matter.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 10 and I I put and passed.

Clause 12: Part IVA inserted-
Mr H-ODGE: I have a few general comments to

make about this clause and at a later stage I will
move the proposed amendments appearing on the
notice paper.

This clause seeks to add a new part to the
Noise Abatement Act; broadly, a part which deals
with the problem of noise as a one-off event. I
think that is a fair way to describe it because it
deals with noise from parties, faulty burglar
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alarms and those types of things. Such noise is
different from the types of noises we were just
debating in relation to town planning and the
design of machines, This new part will enable
local authority health surveyors and police
officers to deal with noisy parties and the like.
Certainly they will be able to deal with them
fairly swiftly and effectively.

The definition of the term "offensive noise" is
Fairly vague. I would like to see the term
-offensive noise" more clearly defined. One could
ask the question: Offensive to whom? The answer
is not clear and I believe the part should make
provision for two persons to complain to a health
surveyor or policeman about an offensive noise,
not just one. That would be a sensible safeguard. I
envisage circumstances arising whereby some bad
Feeling between neighbours will occur, or someone
who is a bit eccentric or prone to complain
without justification will cause some trouble or
bother to others.

I may be wrong, but I understand the Dog Act
requires two persons to complain about a dog's
barking before action can be initiated. It seems to
me it would be a sensible protection to have
written into the Noise Abatement Act that two
persons are required to complain about a noise
before action is taken. There could be an
exception in special circumstances such as there
being only two houses in a certain street and one
occupant is the alleged offender

What the Government means by the term
"reasonable grounds" is open to different
interpretations. I wonder whether that term is a
bit vague. It seems we will go from one extreme to
the other. We will go from the position of it being
almost impossible to take any effective action
against noises from parties, and similar events, to
the extreme position of cracking down on people
in a very harsh way. I believe the clause goes a
little too far: I am not happy at all with the way
in which it has turned out. An authorised person
will be given great powers and on most occasions
the authorised person would be a shire health
surveyor, a civilian. He will be given so much
power that the situation concerns me.

Shortly I will discuss some amendments 1
would like to see made to try to bring in some
safeguards to remedy the present situation. in
principle the Opposition supports what the
Government is attempting to do. It is attempting
to be firm which contrasts quite markedly with its
wishy-washy approach to matters of town
planning and machine design referred to in this
legislation: but the Government intends to come
down very hard on the one-off noisy event.

The Minister spoke a few moments ago about
his party's attitude and ideology, and it is very
strange the Government will crack down very
hard on the types of noises I outlined. Certainly
they are a nuisance, but I suggest they very rarely
damage the health or well-being of people.
Certainly they cause a lot of irritation, but I do
not put the situation much higher than that.

In another section of this clause the
Government is giving itself further room to
manoieuvre to. exempt certain types of activity
from regulation. The clause is fairly vague and
the Minister did not give any explanation in his
second reading speech of the power to exempt. I
do not know what he has in mind. Perhaps it will
be worth while if he explains what he has in mind
in regard to that.

Leave to Continue Speech

Mr HODIGE: I move-
That I be given leave to continue my

speech at a later stage of the silting.
Motion put and passed.

Progress
Progess reported and leave given to sit again at

a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Mr
Hodge,

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

NOISE ABATEMENT AMENDMENT BILL

In Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in the
Chair: Mr Young (Minister for Health) in charge
of the Bill.

Clause 12: Part IVA inserted-
The CHAIRMAN: Progress was reported after

the clause had been partly considered.
Mr HODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 9, lines 19 and 20-Delete the
passage ", or has at any time during the
preceding 30 minutes been,".

I am seeking to delete the reference to an
offensive noise which may have occurred during
the preceding 30 minutes. If' an authorised
person-a health surveyor-wishes to direct
someone to cease making an offensive noise it is
only common sense that he should have heard the
noise so that he may make a decision as to
whether it is offensive. If the noise has ceased by
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the time the authorised person arrives at the
premises, how can he judge whether the noise was
offensive? Also, to whom does the noise have to
be offensive-to the authorised person or to
someone else? That is the crux of the situation.

It seems to me to be sensible that the noise
should be considered to be offensive by the
authorised person who is trained and qualified to
make a judgment, and not by the person who
lodges the complaint. I fail to see how the
authorised person can make a sensible judgment
if he has not heard the noise because it ceased
perhaps up to 30 minutes before he arrived.

It is reasonable that the authorised person
should actually hear the noise and then make a
judgment as to whether it is offensive, If he finds
it offensive in his judgment he may issue a
direction to the owner or occupier of the premises
to cease making the offensive noise. That is the
situation I am seeking to achieve.

I think my amendment is reasonable and it will
make the legislation more effective and sensible. I
hope the Government is prepared to support it.

Mr YOUNG: 1 will refer to the matters raised
by the member for Melville before he moved the
amendment, and I will refer to them in reverse
order.

He raised the question of further exemption of
certain persons or bodies from the provisions of a
noise abatement order. The reason for the
amendment, which will become section 33E(l), Is
to enable a noise abatement order to be invalid if
it is d irected to; a person or body who is prescribed
for the purposes of the proposed new section. In
other words, after considering certain types of
functions and activities, a certain person or class
of persons may be prescribed as exempt under the
Act.

The reason is that it would be patently
absurd-as has become obvious to me and my
advisers-to have a noise abatement officer
lurking outside, say, the Claremont Oval. I am
sure the Chairman will be particularly interested.
in this. It would be absurd to have that officer
lurking outside the oval on a Saturday afternoon
to determine whether an excessive noise was
Created after the Opposing sj 'de kicked a large
number of goals against the incumbents of the
oval, and having the authority to walk in and
cause the game to be stopped. That could happen
under the Act, and it would be a ridiculous
situation. That is the reason we seek further
clarification of the power to exempt certain
activities.

The next point raised by the member concerned
the words "reasonable grounds". I suggest that is

a matter for interpretation by the magistrate or
judge who is called upon to ascertain whether a
person acted on reasonable grounds. There is no
way anyone else can determine that.

The member also raised the matter of party
noise and similar sorts of neighbourhood noises.
He suggested such noises were less likely to cause
damage to health than, say, industrial noises
which are consistent over a long time. However,
there is no question that excessive party noise and
neighbourhood noises which are Sometimes
deliberately caused do give rise to a great deal of
annoyance to residents and can bring about
serious deterioration of the health of persons
subjected to them.

When I became a member of Parliament I was
amazed to find the number of people who seemed
to have as their major aim in life the annoyance
of their neighbours with some kind of noise, quite
often deliberately caused. This can cause great
concern and bring about great deterioration in the
health of the persons who object to it.

Mr Hodge: I also raised the question of the
definition of "Offensive noise" and asked to whom
must it be offensive.

Mr YOUNG: A definition is contained in
clause 12.

Mr Hodge: But it does not say to whom it
should be offensive-the authorised person or
some other citizen.

Mr YOUNG: That is a matter which would
have to be determined in the light of evidence
presented to support a claim that an offensive
noise had occurred.

Sitting suspended from 6.1IS to 7.30 p.m.

Mr YOUNG: Before the tea break, I was
going to explain why the Government does not
support the amendment moved. The First reason is
that the amendment would require the further
amendment which the member for Melville has
foreshadowed; and I have already indicated
during the course of the second reading speech
that the amendment on the notice paper does not
make sense when read in conjunction with the
Act.

Another reason is that the Government does
not believe in the philosophy put forward by the
member for Melville in respect of the necessity to
remove the 30-minute time limit. The person who
is responsible for the keeping of the order or the
keeping of the law in respect of the alleged
offence or alleged annoyance cannot always be on
the spot when the alleged offence takes place. If
someone calls a policeman or an authorised
officer and says that a certain thing has
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happened, obviously the officer cannot be obliged
to have been at the place at the time the offence
occurred.

There are other reasons for not agreeing to the
amendment. This particular part of the Bill deals,
in the main, with neighbourhood annoyance. In
particular it is aimed against noisy parties or
disturbances in one set of premises annoying
neighbours in nearby premises.

Under this clause, the local government officers
will be supported by police officers. If the
amendment is passed those officers would be in
the frustrating position of arriving at a place in
respect of a noise and finding calm and peace.
That may be accidental or deliberate. In some
circumstances a party may be very vexatious to a
neighbour-the people might be playing rock
music or something of that kind amplified to such
a pitch that it would cause annoyance to a
neighbour. At the time of the arrival of the law,
the person may have turned off the noise
deliberately, or changed the tape, or taken somec
other action.

It may be that a person has been revving a
motor for something like an hour, tuning an
engine. When the officer of the law arrives, he
cannot hang around waiting for the alleged noise
to recur. It might not happen until he drives off.
This is the problem that is faced often.

Most members would agree that there are a lot
of people who annoy their neighbours
flamboyantly and deliberately; but they are
shrewd enough to know that if they abate the
noise for the time being, while the police officer or
authorised officer is in the vicinity, no action can
be taken against them.

It seems reasonable and proper that if an
offensive noise is alleged to have occurred, and
the officer believes on reasonable grounds that it
has occurred within the 30 minutes preceding, he
ought to be able to enter the premises and make
inquiries. I-e should be able to give a warning in
respect of, the abatement of the noise in the
future.

The removal of the 30-minute clause would
make a mockery of the situation where the time
of police officers or local government officers is
wasted in attending to complaints. For the sake of
a few minutes, through the deliberate withholding
of the noise, there is no way the officer can pursue
his duty properly.

This amendment ought to be rejected on the
ground that the further amendment which is a
corollary to it, as notified by the member for
Melville, does not make any sense when read into
the Act.

Point of Order

Mr HODGE: Mr Chairman, I seek your
guidance on procedure. I have moved one
amendment only, but I have two further
amendments in relation to this clause. Will I run
out of opportunities to speak? I would like to
respond to the Minister in respect of the first
amendment; but I have two more to move.

The CHAIRMAN: You can speak three times
to any new question before the Chair. Each
amendment is a new question; so at this stage you
can speak on this amendment again. You would
fall foul only if you did not attract any other
speaker. Of course, you might be able to persuade
one of your colleagues to give you that
opportunity.

You have three amendments; and you will be
able to speak three times on each of those, if you
move them.

Mr HODGE: Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: You are about to speak for

the second time on the first amendment.
Mr HODGE: Yes.

Committee Resumed

Mr H-ODGE: I wish to speak briefly in
response to the Minister's reasons for the
Government's opposition to this amendment. I
had hoped that the Government would support
the amendment as it is a reasonable and sensible
amendment. The Minister did not give a
compelling reason for the Committee's not
agreeing to this amendment.

The Minister said that the further amendment
would not make sense when read into the parent
Act. However, he did not explain that any
further.

The part we are considering is a completely
new one. It does not go into the Act in isolation; it
is a completely new part. I fail to see how the
Minister's argument holds any water.

What I would like to draw to the Minister's
attention is the fact that now section 33B of the
proposed new part is worded in the present tense.
It says that if the authorised person goes along to
a premises and is convinced that a noise is still
being made or has been made in the previous 30
minutes he may issue a direction to -the person
concerned asking him to cease making or
contributing to that noise. It states that he may
issue a direction saying that the noise should
cease.

That does not make sense if the noise stopped
30 minutes ago. What is the point of issuing an
order saying that the noise is to cease or the
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person is to cease contributing to the noise if no
noise is being made? The tense is wrong.

If a noise is being made it makes sense for the
authorised officer to issue an instruction that it
should stop, but if it has already stopped what is
the point in doing (hat? It would be ludicrous for
him to enter premises and give a direction to
cease making a noise when no noise is being
made.

I believe the Minister has not thought this
matter through as I have. The amendment makes
sense and makes this part of the Bill much more
sensible. I ask that the Minister reconsider the
matter in view of my submission.

Mr YOUNG: I do not think the member for
Melville is on the right track. This part of the Bill
requires that if it appears to an authorised person
that a noise is being or has been at any time
during the previous 30 minutes emitted from any
premises, that authorised person may direct that
it cease or not be repeated. One thing he may
direct a person whom he believes to be the
occupier of the premises to do is to cause the
emission of those noises to cease.

In other words, 33B(l) gives an authorised
person the power to direct the occupier to cease
the noise referred to. The noise referred to is noise
being emitted or noise that has been emitted
within the preceding 30 minutes. What the
member for Melville says is, on the surface.
making sense until such time as we consider the
circumstances of the wording of the proposed new
section and see quite clearly that the person is
authorised to tell the occupier to cause the
cessation of the noise whether it is being emitted
at the time or has occurred within the preceding
30 minutes. I am sure members would agree that
an interpretation of these words does not mean to
say that the noise has to be occurring while the
authorised person is actually giving his direction.

Mr Hodge: That is the way it reads.
Mr YOUNG: To cease causing the emission of

a noise can apply to noise which has occurred
within the preceding 30 minutes. An authorised
officer can go in and say that the person will
cease the noise if it is at present in existence or he
can say that the person will cease causing to emit
the noise made during the preceding 30 minutes.
An authorised person will not enter premises
without making inquiries. He would have to assess
the situation that applied at the time to see
whether the allegations were reasonable, because
he is expected to act on reasonable grounds. If it
appears to be reasonable to assume an offensive
noise occurred within the preceding 30 minutes it
is quite proper that the words we are using should

continue to be used. If the Committee lends its
mind to proposed sction 33D it will see that
unless those wvords remain that proposed section.
in its current form, is meaningless.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr Grill

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MePharlin

Ayes
Mr Parker
Mr Carr
Mr Skidmore
Mr Pearce
Mr Taylor
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Davies

Ayes 16
Mr Harman
Mr Hodge
Mr Jamieson
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Noes 20
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Spriggs
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Young
Mr Shalcrs

Pairs
Noes

Mr Sodeman
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Mensaros
Mr Laurance
Mr Nanovich
Mr Grayden
Mr Williams

(,rc/icr)

(Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr HIODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 11, lines 22 to 27-Delete
passage-

the

;or
(ii) within 30 minutes after a noise

which he believes on reasonable
grounds to have been an offensive
noise, has been emitted from those
premises,

The argument in this case is similar to that which
we have just dealt with in relation to an earlier
part of the clause, although I believe the situation
is more serious in that we wish to delete the
reference to a noise which may have ceased 30
minutes earlier.

In essence, the situation is that a private person
can make a complaint to an authorised officer-a
health surveyor-and if that authorised person is
convinced of the authenticity of the complaint, he
can use whatever force is necessary to enter a
private residence, perhaps in the middle of the
night, with whatever assistance he deems
necessary, for the purpose of issuing a noise
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abatement direction to a householder, when in
fact the authorised person has not heard the noise
and it may have occurred 30 minutes earlier.

It is too ridiculous for words to contemplate
that members of this Chamber will pass that sort
of legislation. If an authorised officer is to be
allowed to force his way into a private residence
in the middle of the night, at least he should have
heard the offensive noise. It is not good enough
for the officer to be able to act on a complaint
made by some other person who may be
mischievous or unbalanced. We do not know how
thoroughly the authorised person must satisfy
himself as to the nature of the offensive noise.
The officer may be under pressure to act quickly.
In the middle of the night he may not have the
time or the facilities available to enable him to
check out the situation.

The legislation authorises the officer to force
his way into private premises on the strength that
some other lay person has complained about a
noise which he finds offensive. The inspector may
not have heard the noise, and therefore, could not
claim that it was offensive to him.

The Minister will probably say an authorised
person would not force his way into premises
unless he had satisfied himself that the noise
complained of was in fact offensive-, but that may
be very difficult. If the authorised officer is acting
under pressure from the people who have
complained about the so-called "offensive' noiseC,
it may be very difficult for him to check out the
situation thoroughly.

It is not good enough to give such authority to a
shire health surveyor. I ask members to think
about the situation and, if they are concerned
about it, I believe they should support my
amendment, because it does not change the power
contained in the clause. It simply seeks to remove
the obnoxious part which refers to a noise which
may have occurred 30 minutes earlier. Therefore,
if the noise is still being emitted and the shire
health surveyor hears it, and if he considers it to
be offensive, the powers prescribed in the clause
may be applied.

The change I propose is small but important
and it provides a level of protection for citizens in
their homes at night.

I intend to move a further amendment when we
have dealt with this one. That amendment
provides that the health surveyor shall be
accompanied by a police officer when an
inspection is made during the hours of darkness.
This is a further precaution designed to ensure the
safety of the citizens of this State.

I hope the Minister will reconsider his attitude
to this matter. My amendment will not change
the effectiveness of the clause and it adds a
measure of protection for law-abiding citizens. I
hope the Minister and Government members will
support my amendment.

Mr YOUNG: The amendment proposed by the
member for Melville is drafted inelegantly and
the Government could not accept it because of the
way in which the amended clause would stand.
The philosophy behind the part of the clause
which relates to 30 minutes has been canvassed
already by the member for Melville and, I believe,
answered by me.

I propose to answer in two parts the allegations
made by the member for Melville in respect of
whether it is proper that somebody can enter
premises under the circumstances prescribed in
this particular clause, Firstly, I wish to point out
to the Committee that the words proposed to be
deleted are these-

within 30 minutes after a noise which he
believes on reasonable grounds-

That is the first qualification, It then goes on-
-to have been an offensive noise, has been
emitted from those premises,

Therefore, the authorised officer has to believe,
on reasonable grounds, that an offensive noise has
been emitted. There are three qualifications: He
has to believe on reasonable grounds, it has to be
an offensive noise within the definition of the Act,
and he has to believe it has in fact been emitted.
If any authorised officer-we will canvass the
second part of the argument in respect of which
authorised officer ought to be allowed to enter
premises with force-entered premises without
having reasonable grounds to believe that an
offensive noise had been emitted, he would be
taking a very grave step indeed. I say that,
because he cannot just enter the premises with a
view to doing anything under this clause other
than requesting the noise be abated, or making
inquiries in regard to issuing a noise abatement
notice and he has to make that particular charge
stick.

If it is alleged an offensive noise has been
created, an inspector must ask of the person
making the complaint whether the noise is
offensive under the Act. An offensive noise is
defined on page 7 of the Bill. 1 will not go into it
in detail; but a number of aspects must be
considered by an authorised officer before he can
form an opinion whether the noise is indeed
offensive.

If the argument of the member for Melville
were followed to its ultimate conclusion, it would
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mean that if an authorised officer under the
law-whichever law it happened to be-did not
actually hear an allegedly offensive noise taking
place, he could not act. The member for Melville
is suggesting that, unless the authorised officer
actually heard the offensive noise, he should not
be allowed to enter the premises and take the
action set out under paragraph (c) of proposed
new section 33D subsection (1),

I put to the member that that is quite an
unreasonable proposition to place before the
Committee because it would mean that any
authorised officer of the law being asked to form
an opinion properly as to whether an allegation is
true would be precluded from forming that
opinion unless he actually saw or heard the
offence.

Mr Hodge: Are you saying an RTA patrolman,
if a fellow comes up to him and says that another
was speeding, is compelled to apprehend and give
a ticket to the person alleged to be speeding, even
though the patrolman did not see the offence
occur'?

Mr YOUNG: I am not saying he could
apprehend and give a ticket to the alleged
offender. I am saying an authorised officer after
receiving certain information ought to be able to
inquire into whether an allegation is true.

Mr I-odge: By forcing his way into the
premises!

Mr YOUNG: He could enter the premises if he
had reasonable grounds to do so. I will discuss
that force situation when the member moves the
next proposed amendment. Whatt we are talking
about now is whether an authorised person ought
to be able to go about his duty as an authorised
pe rso n. I put to the Committee that the
proposition put by the member for Melville is not
reasonable if an authorised officer is to go about
his duty properly.

The drafting of the member's amendment
leaves a lot to be desired. I gave him somne notice
of the fact that I consider that to be the position
by saying so during the second reading speech. if
we accept his amendment there will be no
mention of subparagraphs (ii) or (iii) or
qualifying words. I will not argue that a clause in
that form would be totally untranslatable in law,
but I say it would be very inelegant. His
amendment is misleading. One would presume
that at paragraph (i) would be followed by
paragraphs (ii) and (iii). On that basis alone the
amendment could be rejected. It is not good
drafting, and that is what this Committee is
concerned with-the subparagraphs, the
paragraphs, and the sections of Acts.

The argument of the member for Melville
leaves an awful lot to be desired in the minds of
the members of the Committee.

Mr I-ODGE: I will not quibble with the
Minister. If he thinks my drafting is faulty I will
accept any amendment he desires to make to tidy
it up. It seems to me he is Splitting hairs as to
whether we should 'remove the figure "(i)'. The
rest of the amendment makes sense as far as I and
other members on this side of the Chamber are
concerned. The minor alteration which needs to
be made, if the Minister cares to make it, would
be quite acceptable to me.

Mr Young: I do not care to make it, and I
pointed out my reasons.

Mr HODGE: The real substance of this matter
was not tackled at all by the Minister. The
position is as I outlined it: A shire health surveyor
acting on a complaint from one person can force
his way in the middle of the night into a private
residence to issue an instruction that a noise must
cease, and that noise may have ceased 30 minutes
previously and the surveyor may not have heard
it.

The Minister made great play of the situation
by saying the surveyor must have reasonable
grounds on which to act, the noise must be
offensive and emitted from the premises. I ask the
Chamber to consider the definition of the term
'reasonable grounds". Of course, there is no
definition of the term "reasonable grounds".

Mr Young: There can't be. It has been pointed
out by successive Attorneys General and always
will be by successive Attorneys General from both
sides of the political fence that you cannot define
the words "on reasonable grounds" bccause it
must be left to the interpretation of the person
interpreting the events and the law.

Mr HODGE: That may be so, which makes it
even more necessary for this legislation to be
opposed because it gives such a power to a
civilian-a shire health surveyor. That term is
open to different interpretations: a dozen shire
health surveyors may each have different
interpretatIions of what is reasonable and what is
n ot.

Then of course we come to the second so-culled
protection which is the definition of the term
"offensive noise". It is extremely difficult to
define "offensive noise": we found that out when
the Claremont Town Council took the organisers
of the Claremont Speedway to court. The council
lost badly because of the definition of the term
"noise nuisance", It is subjective. What is a

nutsane to one person nay not be a nuisance to
another, and what is offensive to one person
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complaining about something to a shire health
surveyor may not be offensive to anyone else. If a
person complains to a shire health surveyor that a
noise is offensive the health surveyor can take
action; in fact, he must take action. I thought the
Minister would have written into the clause that
two complaints were necessary, not just one, for
action to be taken. That would have been some
measure of protection. The fact remains that little
or no protection is given by this clause.
Reasonable grounds could be interpreted by a
dozen people in a dozen different ways. The
definition of the term "offensive noise" is open to
various interpretat ions. The definition in the
clause does not say to whom the noise must be
offensive, and I suggest its definition is similar to
that of the term "nuisance". An attempt to make
a charge stick in any court would be extremely
difficulIt.

In regard to the third so-called protection, the
noise must be emitted from the premises to which
the complaint refers. How can a shire health
surveyor satisfy himself it has been emitted from
those premises when it may have ceased 30
minutes before his arrival?

Mr Young: How can he ascertain that if he
can't go in to make an inquiry?

Mr IHODGE: it would not be a matter of his
entering and making an inquiry politely. He could
bash down the door and use whatever force he
believed necessary.

Mr Young: We can consider that in 'your next
amendment. In most eases reasonable force does
not mean pushing down the door-in almost all
circumstances. The use of force reasonably has
varying connotations but you should be arguing
that under the next amendment.

Mr HODGE: I will argue that when I have
moved the next proposed amendment, but it is
pertinent at this time as well. The term
" reasonable force" is not defined, and it is
probably as difficult to define as the term
"reasonable grounds". What are reasonable
grounds? I know some health surveyors who think
bashing down a front door is quite reasonable.

Mr Young. I know some neighbours who would
think the same.

Mr H-ODGE: Other health surveyors may think
it unreasonable to ring the front doorbell late at
night to inquire whether an offensive noise came
from that house 30 minutes previously. I think the
whole thing is ludicrous. I will not understand
Government members voting for this legislation.
Where are civil rights and liberties in Western
Australia going? I think it is an incredible

infringement of civil rights and liberties that this
clause was proposed. It is not necessary.

If the Government agreed to this very minor,
sensible amendment, a large part of the mast
obnoxious features of the legislation would be
eradicated. I am not convinced by the Minister's
arguments and would like to hear from other
members of the Committee because they may be
able to sway the Minister;, as obviously I cannot. I
cannot believe that members of the
Chamber-particularly Government members-
are satisfied with this sort of legislation.

I guarantee that if a health surveyor uses the
full powers given to him under this legislation
Government members will be very embarrassed if
they must explain to constituents the reasons for
voting for this legislation.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville made a
point, probably quite rightly so, with regard to the
use of the words "reasonable force" as contained
in this part of the clause we are now discussing.
We may as well talk about it now that an
invitation has been offered in order to clarify the
thoughts in the minds of the members of the
Committee.

With respect to the word "reasonable" it is a
matter to be determined by the person who has to
sit in judgment on the circumstances and make an
interpretation of the law, In other words, the
magistrate or the judge. 1 believe it is reasonable
and proper for the Government to accede to the
philosophy that the words "trained officer" should
be restricted to a police officer. I will be
considering an amendment in this respect in
another place. I did not suggest that amendment
be made in this place but I gave clear warning of
my intention because 1 did not feel it would make
any sense to deal with the member's amendment
during the Committee stage. As I said, in my
second reading speech, I wished to hear the
argument of the member for Melville before I
made my decision.

The question of "reasonable force" is one which
will be determined by the person who sits in
judgment on the occurrence, if it inds its way
into a court of law. "Reasonable force" may be
applicable in one set of circumstances but not in
another so the aim of the legislation is that a
police officer should know-and is certainly
expected to know-how to interpret the situation.
If he does not, the case will be thrown out and he
may even be on the mat with his superiors.

As the member for Melville said, "reasonable
force" can vary from the ringing of a doorbell at
three o'clock in the morning to- forcing one's way
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through a door. If a little old lady is alleged to be
playing Chopin loudly at two o'clock in the
morning and she answers the door quite readily,
thc police officer may ask For the volume to be
turned down. However, if he proceeded to enter
her house, with force, he would be in severe
trouble. On the other hand if a police officer were
called to a house where bikies were playing punk
rock music, which was highly amplified, say 10
times more than the human ear could tolerate.
and was threatened with a baseball bat it is likely
lie would not wish to use any other 'reasonable
force" than to go for assistance from some of his
colleagues in order that he may enter the premises
and probably rake an arrest. So, that is an
illustration of the varying degrees of 'reasonable
force".

Police officers are expected to know the
definition of "reasonable force" and are expected
to act, in the final analysis, on reasonable grounds
when making an assessment of the situation. The
person hearing a charge, in the event that a
charge is laid, would be the final judge of the
situation. Therefore, I reject what the member for
Melville has said.

The only difference between what the member
for Melville has referred to and what is in the Bill
is whether a local authority officer has the right
to act on these powers. A police officer is still
required to believe, on reasonable grounds, that
ain offence-which is clearly defined-has
occurred.

The member for Melville said that the
definition did not specify who was the offended
party. The offending noise must be emitted from
the premises and the case must be considered on
reasonable grounds and the person concerned is
restricted to reasonable force. It is a matter of
definition and the heinous actions the member for
Melville said could come about cannot because
even in the legislation as it now provides, the law
has to continue to be properly interpreted by our
magistrates and judges.

Amendment put
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
M r 8.1T. Burke
MrT. J. Burke
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr Grill

and a division taken w

Ayes 16
Mr Harmon
Mr Hodge
Mr Jamieson
M rT. H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Batenian

'ith the

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MePharlin

Ayes
M r Parker
Mr Carr
Mr Pearce
M r Taylor
Mr H. D). Evans
Mr Skidmore
Mr Davies

Noes 20
M r O'Connor
Mr Old
M r Rushton
M rSibson
M rSpriggs
M r Trethowan
M rTubby
Mr Watt
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Mr Sodeman
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Mensaros
Mr Laurance
Mr Nanovich
Mr Grayden
Mr Williams

(Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr HODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 11, line 30-Insert after the word
"force" the following new paragraph to stand
as paragraph (ca)-

(ca) An authorised officer shall not use
force to enter any premises which
are residential premises between 9
p.m. on one day and 6 am, next
following unless that authorised
officer is a police officer or is
accompanied by a police officer;
and

The Opposition was very concerned when we saw
this provision in the amendments to the Noise
Abatement Act. We thought it had the potential
for gross infringements of civil liberties. I
canvassed that question briefly a few moments
ago when I was debating the previous
amendments, but I would like to reiterate the
points I made then.

As the legislation stands at the moment, we
believe that a lay person, such as a shire health
inspector, acting on a complaint from one
individual, could use reasonable force to gain
entry, and that this could, mean breaking down a
door or forcing a lock. Such a person could use
this reasonable force to enter someone's home in
the middle of the night to investigate an offensive
noise being emitted or which may have been
emitted from the premises some time during the
previous 30 minutes. We do not believe that a
shire health surveyor should be the sort of person
to take on such a job.

It seems that the Government has come some
of the way towards sharing our view on this
matler, and I am a little at a loss to understand
why the Government is not prepared to support

(Toller) our amendment.
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I believe that the amendment I have moved on
behalf of the Opposition is a reasonable one. It
would mean that if anyone is to exercise a
subjective opinion about the word "reasonable".
that person should be either a police officer or
should be accompanied by a police officer if he
wishes to enter premises between 9.00 p.m. and
6.00 am. Our amendment would at least give a
householder sonic measure of protection. It would
be sonic reassurance to a householder to recogni.se
a police officer if he is roused in the early hours of
the morning by someone knocking on the door. A
shire health officer does not usually wear a
uniform, and this could alarni a householder.

I do not believe that the amendment contains
any drafting errors: it seems to make sense, and to
achieve what the Opposition and the Government
want. I am becoming a little tired of the Minister
saying "Oh well, we will reject your amendment
here. but we will probably take some action in
another place.' Such statements really make a
farce of this Chamber. What is the point of our
having a Committee debate and going through a
Bill here if we do not seek to obtain the best
legislation possible. The Government seems to
agree in principle with our amendment. We would
be prepared to accept an alternative amendment
from the Minister if he can see a minor drafting
error in our amendment.

Why not give everyone a shock, and for once
accept an amendment put forward by the
Opposition? it is making a mockery of the
Committee system in this Chamber to refer
everything to another place. I have put a great
deal of work and thought into this legislation and
I believe my amendments will improve it
substantially. In my opinion they will take away
the possible threat of abuse to civil liberties. I
hope the Government will support the
amendment.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville asked
whether we were making a farce of t his
Committee. If' we really wanted to make a farce
of the Committee, we would accept the
amendment of the member for Melville. This
Committee is charged with the responsibility of
considering a Bill word by word, paragraph by
paragraph, and clause by clause. We must ensure
that amending legislation is drafted properly to
become part of an Act. We would be throwing
away that responsibility if We Were to accept this
particular amendment.

I made the point to the member for Melville 12
days ago during the second reading debate, and I
will repeat it to him now, that his amendments on
the notice paper did not make sense. I will read to
the Committee the effect of his proposed

amendment. Proposed section 33D, in part would
say-

the authorized person may-
(ca) An authorised officer shall not use

force, etc.

Mr Hodge: You are reading it out of context.
Mr YOUNG: I am simply reading the

proposed amendment into the Bill.
Mr Hodge: You have left out the word "and".

Mr YOUNG: The honourable member's
amendment would remove the word "and". Quite
clearly that is his proposal.

Mr Hodge: If that is all that is worrying you,
we can soon put the word "and" back in.

Mr YOUNG: I pointed out 12 days ago that
the amendments did not make any sense. I was
not referring just to the inelegance of the first
amendment moved by the member for Melville,
but also to this particular amendment. I can
understand the member becoming a little
annoyed-albeit without justification-if it were
popped on him without warning that his
amendment did not make sense.

Mr Hodge: Is that all you are complaining
about?

Mr YOUNG: I am saying that I will not
knowingly write into the legislation the inelegance
of the drafting of the member for Melville.
particularly when I gave him 12 days' notice that
his amendments did not make sense.

Mr Bryce: Do you claim to be the master of
elegance?

Mr YOUNG: Certainly I would expect to be
criticised by members on the other side if my
drafting were inelegant. Whether I like it or not, I
have to take such criticism on the chin.

The real farce would come about if this
amendment were accepted.

Mr Bertram: What you are doing is blaming
the draftsman when you want to dodge the
reality.

Mr YOUNG: I am not blaming anyone: I am
stating a fact which I think even the member for
Melville has accepted. The member for Melville is
responsible for the drafting of his amendments, as
I am responsible to this Committee for the
drafting of any legislation I put before it. No
member here would argue against that statement.
I am not prepared to accept the amendments, and
I told the member that 12 days ago.

Mr B. T. Burke: You are very inflexible.
Mr YOUNG: In regard to the particular

philosophy of a police officer being the only
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person allowed to enter premises using reasonable
force, I will consider this matter and amendments
will be moved in another place if it is thought
necessary.

Mr HODGE: The Minister is making a farce of
this debate. He is quibbling over one
word-"and". If he believes that one word will
destroy the effectiveness of the Bill, why did he
not put his own amendment on the notice paper?

Mr Young: I told you 12 days ago that we
would discuss the matter in Committee. You did
nothing about rechecking your drafting.

Mr HODGE: That is a pathetic argument. The
Minister has dodged the main issue he has
dodged the principle of the amendment. He
refused to put his own amendment on the notice
paper and he is trying to knock my amendment
because he cannot find anything wrong with the
principle I have espoused. All he could Find wrong
with my amendment is that the word "and"
should be included in it. What a great problem
that is!

I have already pointed out where the Minister's
legislation is faulty. The department referred to in
the Act has been out of existence for about seven
years.

Mr Young: There is a big difference, because
that is in the Act and it is covered by the
interpretation.

Mr HODGE: The Minister overlookcd it.
Mr Young: I said previously I would look at the

possibility of changing it at a later time. It does
not change the law.

Mr H-ODGE: If the Minister were such a great
draftsman I would have thought he would clean
up that error which I pointed out. I am most
disappointed that the only opposition the Minister
can Find to my sensible amendment is that it
should be prefaced by the word "and". He says he
has his own amendment, yet he has not seen fit to
put it on the notice paper. I paid him the courtesy
of putting my amendment on the notice paper.

Mr Young: I paid you the courtesy of pointing
out 12 days ago that your amendment was
useless.

Mr HODGE: Why did not the Minister put an
amendment on the notice paper?

Mr Young: I haven't got an amendment. I said
I would discuss the matter with my colleagues in
another place.

Mr HODGE: The Minister has not discussed
any amendment with me. Had he put an
amendment on the notice paper perhaps we could
have withdrawn our amendment and agreed with
his. Unlike the Government, we are prepared to

consider any reasonable proposition and vote
accordingly. The Minister's explanation and
excuse are most unsatisfactory. I still ask
members to support my amendment because its
meantng is clear and explicit and it will achieve
what I said it will achieve. If it could cause a
matter to be thrown out of court, I would be
happy to arrange for one of my colleagues in the
upper House to include the word "and". I could
arrange to do that if the Minister prefers to have
the work done in the upper House rather than in
this Chamber.

Amendment put
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr E. T. Evans

'Mr Grill

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
M r Coyne
M rs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzreld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr McPharlin

Ayes
M r Parker
Mr Carr
Mr Skidmore
M r Pearce
Mr Taylor
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Davies

and a division taken with the

Ayes 16
Mr Harman
Mr Hodge
M r Jamieson
M rT. H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Noes 20
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
M r Sibson
Mr Spriggs
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

M r Sodeman
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Mensaros
Mr Laurance
Mr Nanovich
Mr Grayden
Mr Williams

(Teller)

(Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put-and passed.
Clauses 13 to I8 put and passed.

Title put and passed.
Bill reported, without amendment, but with a

correction.

MINING AND PETROLEUM
RESEARCH BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 25 March.
MR HARMAN (Maylands) (8.38 p.m.]: The

Mining and Petroleum Research Bill is to
promote and co-ordinate research proje~ts and to
act as a focal point for funds from Government
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and private sources to be allocated in accordance
with decisions made by the Mining and Petroleum
Advisory Co mmittee, which will make
recommendations to the M-ining and Petroleum
Research Institute. According to the Minister, the
Bill is similar to the Solar Research Act.
H-owever, that is about where the comparison
ends because scope for research in the mining and
petroleum industries is much wider than scope for
research in the field of solar energy. it is noted
that the funding of the Solar Energy Research
Institute of Western Australia is on the basis of
S4 provided by the Government for every $1
provided by private enterprise. I will refer to that
later.

What is to happen under this Bill is that once
again, the taxpayer will be asked to contribute to
rcscarch into mining and petroleum in Australia
and, a lot closer to home. in Western Australia.
Already in Australia, research is being carried out
at the taxpayers' expense by the Bureau of
Mineral Resources. I undcrstand that body is to
expand. and take a greater role in this area of
research. Research also is being carried out at the
taxpayers' expense by the CSIRO. Research is
being undertaken by the universities around
Australia at the taxpayers' expense and also in
the colleges of advanced education around
Australia, again funded by the taxpayers.

We must also bear in mind that at the same
time research is going on in Australia, it is going
oun in other countries. It should be noted this
research may be duplicated or it may overlap. I
do not really hold anything against that because
whether the research is being conducted in
California or Western Australia, the techniques
and the methodology of that research may be
slightly different. It may well be that wherea's
they arc unsuccessful in their efforts in
California. we may be successful here in Western
Australia. I am not saying there is anything
seriously wrong with a duplication and
overlapping of research: the point I am making is
that already in Australia the taxpayer is funding
a grecat deal of research into the mining and
petroleum industry and now, the Government of
Western Australia is asking the taxpayers to
further fund another organisation which will be
involved in a similar process.

I know it sounds all very nice to have an
institute for research into the mining and
petroleum industry, but we must go a little
further and see exactly what this institute will
achieve. One of the stated aimis of the
Government when it asked Parliament to approve
this Bill was that the institute would co-ordinate
research in this area. What if it does'! if it does, it

will be a mammoth task, because the mining and
petroleum industry can be divided into many
sections such as geology, metallurgy, chemistry
and physics, and those areas can be further
divided into additional subdivisions. The
Government's stated aim is that the institute will
concentrate, on the processing and location of'
minerals. it will be a mammoth task for the
director of the new institute to co-ordinate all the
research going on in Australia in all the areas and
institutions I mentioned and to take into account
research going on in the various institutions in
other countries.

If, however, that aim is achieved, I do not know
how niuch of our resources should be directed to
that aspect. We know that in the individual areas
of mining, whether it be for minerals or
petroleum, where a certain area is proving to be
some sort of problem to the industry-whether it
be the metallurgical, processing or exploration
area-that area is examined by the companies
concerned; in addition, che research which is
being undertaken throughout the world is
constantly monitored by these companies. A
company might have a special interest in
metallurgy and processing, in which case it would
be actively engaged in enideavouring to ascertain
what was happening in that area elsewhere in the
world.

If we are to establish an institute in Western
Australia where the director is engaging himself
in this mammoth task of co-ordinating research in
all of those areas, his work will be
counterproductive and will be a misuse of
resources. It would be far better to single out one
or two areas which are of great concern to the
mining and petroleum industry in Western
Australia and attempt to co-ordinate research into
that area.

When one hears all these high-sounding, bold,
and imaginative terms used by the Government to
describe an institute such as this, one must always
look beyond the emotive words to get to the real
nitty-gritty of what the Government is attempting
to do to ascertain just how productive that
attempt will be. given that it will use taxpayers'
money.

Having said that. I turn now to the other
aspects of this Bill. It seeks to establish an
advisory committee to give advice to the directors
and the other members of the institute as to which
particular areas of funding or projects they should
give consideration. I notic the advisory
committee is to comprise a number of people.
Firstly we are to have a representative from the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry.
The Minister has not told us uhy the
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Confederation of Western Australian Industry
should be singled out. It is to have a
representative from the Chamber of Mines of
Western Australia; one would accept that. One
would also accept the proposed representatives
from the Australian Petroleum Exploration
Association, the University of WA. the Murdoch
University, WAIT, and the CSIRO. Finally, the
Minister for Resources Development will have the
opportunity to appoint a person and there are
such other persons who may also be appointed.

What is noticeably lacking from the proposed
advisory committee is a representative from the
Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources. I hope
the Minister is able to give this House some
reason that the Bureau of Mineral Resources has
not been asked-or, if it has been asked, why it
has declined-to be represented on the advisory
committee. Was the bureau even consulted? I
would like to hear from the Minister the exact
position in respect of the Bureau of Mineral
Resources, having in mind the expansion of its
role into research into the mining and petroleum
industry.

I would also like to know why the Australian
Mining Industry Council was not asked to
nominate a representative to sit on the advisory
committee. In the Minister's second reading
speech he said that that association is the only
other body in Australia which is attempting to co-
ordinate research and, where it is able, allocate
research funds. That body has not been consulted;
or. if it has been consulted, I do not know what its
reply was. Perhaps the Minister can tell us about
that.

Thirdly, we look in vain for a representative of
the WA School of Mines on the advisory
committee. All of us in this Chamber are aware of
the existence of the WA School of Mines. We
know its great history over many .years. We know
that of all the organisations listed as members of
the advisory committee, the WA School of Mines
is closer to the mining industry, yet there is no
representation on the committee. I would like the
Minister to tell us why that is the situation. It is
not good enough for the Minister to tell us that
the WA School of Mines is represented through
the Western Australian Institute of Technology
because he knows that by the time this legislation
hits the deck, in a practical sense, the WA School
of Mines will be an entity of its own.

Finally, we would like to know why there is not
to be a representative on the advisory committee
fromt the WA Trades and Labor Council. If if is
fair enough or even good enough for the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry to
be represented on the advisory committee, why is

the TLC omitted? Can the Minister give us an
explanation for that omission? I will wait until the
Minister is able to provide some explanation
before I take the action I have indicated on the
notice paper.

I cannot see any argument or justification for
the omission of these bodies. The Confederation
of WA Industry represents employers, but
probably not to the extent of the Chamber of
Mines, which has a closer association with the
mining fraternity. The TLC represents employees
in the mining industry: and the secretary and the
officials of the TLC have as much expertise-and
probably more-as those persons in the
confederation.

I would argue that officials of the TLC have as
much expertise in the mining and petroleum
industry as the officials from the confederation, or
as anyone that the confederation could nominate.
In any practical sense, it must be seen by
members of this House that either the
Government is trying to play politics with this
Bill, or it is indicating its hatred of the trade
union movement and the people who belong to it.
However, I wvill wait with some interest for the
comments by the Minister on those questions.

As I said before, the taxpayers are being asked
to contribute to research into the mining and
petroleum industry. We have seen already that
with the Solar Energy Research Institute the
funding has been in the ratio of taxpayers
4:private enterprise 1.

Sir Charles Court: Is that correct?
Mr H-ARMAN: They are the figures quoted by

the Minister.
Mr P. V. Jones: That is in the second reading

speech for one year; but over the total life of the
institute, the reverse applies.

Mr HARMAN: The institute has not been
going for long.

Mr P. V. Jones: It has been going for enough
years to have attracted something like $6 million
or $7 million for total experimental work going
on.

Mr HARMAN: Is the funding different from
what I said?

Sir Charles Court: You will find it is the
reverse of what you just said.

Mr HARMAN: I am referring to the
Minister's second reading speech.

Mr P. V. Jones: That figure of $850 000 in this
year's Budget has already attracted $225 000 or
$250 000 from the private sector for work being
carried out in this financial year-new work so
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far. For the whole life of the institute, it is the
reverse of the fractions you gave.

Mr HARMAN: I am quoting from the
Minister's second reading speech about the
situation this year.

Mr P. V. Jones: So far this year.
Mr HARMAN: It does not matter what

happened in the previous year,.because that may
not be the pattern of contribution from the private
sector. Who knows9 In the next 12 months there
may not be any contribution from the private
sector. I do not know this; but am I saying that in
this financial year the ratio of contributions to the
institute has been 4:1. The taxpayers are being
asked to contribute to another Organisation, the
Western Australian mining and petroleum
institute, for research into the mining and
petroleum industry, when that work is already
being done by dozens of organisations around the
country.

Be that as it may, I am not suggesting that we
do not go along with the proposal. I am trying to
point out that this is the sort of situation of which
the Parliament is being asked to approve. I know
the Government has a mandate for this type of
legislation: but I ask that the Government be a bit
more explicit and give a bit more information as
to how it will work.

I have already said that the job of co-ordination
and research in this area is absolutely mammoth,
and I do not think we have the resources to do it.
However, it is true that in certain areas, if there is
concentration on those areas, a measure of co-
ordination could be achieved.

That brings me to the question of how the
funding of the research projects will be
undertaken. How much will the Government
provide, and how much is being committed by
private industry? Are we just setting up another
way of helping private enterprise-helping, in
many cases, foreign-owned companies to do
research which they should be doing themselves?
In essence, arc we subsidising a foreign-owned
company in a research project which is being paid
for by t he ta xpayers of Western A ust ral ia? We do
not know, because the Minister has not told us
how much the mining companies will contribute
to the institute.

The Minister has not indicated that the
contributions will be 50:50, 60:.40, 70:30, or
whatever. There is nothing in the legislation to
ensure that the institute will be funded to a
greater or lesser extent by private mining
enterprises. This is the dilemma in which the
Opposition Finds itself. WVe recognise that the
Government has a mandate for the legislation.

We recognise that the Government has the
numbers to put the legislation through. We ask
simply that we be provided with a bit more
information.

Why has the Bureau of Mineral Resources not
been consulted? If it has been consulted, what
was its response? Why has the only other
Organisation in Australia which deals with
research co-ordination and funding not been
consulted? If it has been consulted, what was its
response? Why has not the WA School oF Mines
been given a position on the advisory Committee?
Why, for heaven's sake, has the Trades and Labor
Council not been given the same right to have a
representative as the Confederation of WA
Industry, which is listed in the Bill as a member
of the advisory committee?

MR GRILL (Yilgarn-Dundas) [9-.00 p.m.]:
WhiIl the member for Maylands has pointed out
fairly adequately the certain problems that there
obviously will be with such a research institute in
respect Of the mechanics of establishing and
funding it, it can fairly be said that the objects of
the research institute arc laudable and in some
respects Socialistic. I do not think anyone on this
side of the House would argue that we are against
building up a body of expertise within the mining
and petroleum industries in the State. However,
without going over the territory already traversed
by the member for Maylands I would like to
strike a parochial note, and sometimes I do
believe these parochial points arc not entirely
unimportant. In doing so I would like to refer to
the initial establishment of the Solar Research
Institute. Once again, that body was set up at the
time without reference to the School of Mines
when it could easily have been thought-as 1 and
others did-that the School of Mines would be a
very adequate body to carry out that sort of
research; but it was not mentioned on the advisory,
board and it was only after I brought that
problem to the attention of the then Minister that
the Act was amended to include a representative
of the School of Mines.

This sort of research into the mining and
petroleum industries is research that must be very
close to the core of the sorts of things the School
of Mines should be looking at. It is with even
greater surprise I Find that the new Kalgoorlie
School of Mines, which from all reports from
Government sources is strongly supported by the
Government, has not gained a berth on this body.
Further, I would argue very strongly that in one
fell swoop this Government should have done a
great service to this State, both in terms of
decentralisarion and in terms of enhancing an
already prestigious body-namely, the School of
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Mines-by grafting this new research institute
onto the School of Mines and making it a part of
it.

Apart from the obvious advantages in respect
of decent ra lisat ion, there arc advantages that
would accrue to the Government and the people
of Western Australia by grafting this new body
onto the School of Mines. The first advantage I
would mention is that we would not be creating
another bureaucracy. We know this Government
is very keen on creating bureaucracies, It has an
almost Australia-wide record and certainly a
State record in. creating boards, bureaucracies,
and statutory authorities but why is it necessary
to create another one when we already have an
establishment in a regional centre carrying on a
very important function'? It is an establishment
which could do with some sort of boost from the
Government and it would well be able to carry on
a research function.

WVe have heard members of the Government
talk about the School of Mines being a premnier
academic institution. They would like to think oF
it. just as I certainly think of it, as thie foremost
mining school in Australia. They think of it as a
school of excellence and they even give it sonic
research capability. It would seem to ine that both
sniall and large companies could gain a lot by
being able to go to an establishment such as the
School of Mines for this sort of research,
especially ats the School of Mines is run in a
mining environment. It is not just a lot of
bureaucrats in sonic great towering office block in
the centre of Perth. I suggest to the Minister and
the Government that they should look again at
the question of setting up a separate bureaucracy
and consider. to the advantage of the people of
the State, setting up a body in conjunction with
the School of Mines.

MR C. T. EVANS (Kalgoorlie) [9.05 p.m.]: I
would also like to congratulate the Governnient
on implementing a Labor Party policy by setting
up an institution to research and develop our
great mineral wealth, at move which is long
overdue and something for which we have been
asking for many years. I can only speak with
amazement when I think that the WA School oF
Mines and Further Education-as it will be
known froni next year-has been excluded fromt
thie advisory board.

The point should be made that the School of
Mines is the only tertiary institute in Western
Australia with a diploma course in mining
engineering. The University of Western Australia
does not have suich a diploma course and nor does
WAIT or the Murdoch University. To be a mnine
manager one needs to have a diplomra in mining

engineering, so all the people who are going to
manage the mines to come out of this research
will conic from the School of Mines.

The member for Yilgarn-Dundas has already
indicated the record of the School of Mines. It has
a very high reputation. This Government has
always lauded it. Members of the Government
alwvays conic to the area and say how good it is.

Mr Sibson: it is, too.
Mr E. T. EVANS: Then why is a imeniber of it

not on this advisory committee? Furtherniore, it
already carries out research into mining in this
State and it reaches across to the Eastern States.
All mining companies in Australia use the School
of Mines for their research. It is a major vehicle
for research into mineral exploration. Moreover,
it is aware oF the petroleum developments going
on and it has included in its final year of the
mining engineering diploma course a unit which
includes petroleum exploration. So it would be
conimon sense to include this school in the list for
the advisory Committee.

I hope the Minister listens to the pleas of
miembers on this side of the House who come
frontnilning areas. I hope he sees reason and
includes the School of Mines on the advisory
board. If he does not he should give us very good
reasons for not doing so. I am sure the staff of the
School of Mines would like to know why the
school has not been included. They arc quite
puzzled. With those few reniarks I will conclude
my contribution until the Committee stage.

M R P. V. JONES (Narrogiit-Minister for
Mines) [9.08 p.mi.]: I thank members who have
spoken to this legislation and I shall very quickly
lay to rest the fact that the School oF Mines
appears to have been excluded from this advisory
body. The Director of the School of Mines (Dr
Jones) has already a.ccepted a position on the
advisory council. That has been confirnied in an
exchange oF letters. If niembers read the Bill, and
in particular that part which refers to the
category of other institutions not nientioned, they
will find that the appointment is being made
under that particular category in the Bill.

The School of Mines-as the memnber for
Yilgarn-Dundas would be very well aware-is an
institution with which I have had somiething to do
over the last four years: also it is one I know quite
well.

Mr E. T. Evans: Hlow did you forget it?!

Mr P. V. JONES: I have a very personal
association with it. It is going to be a very
significant body as far as being a recipient of
Funding and its work is concerned.
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I come to the point made by the member for
Maylands and remind him and the other members
who have spoken that we are not talking about an
institute in a bricks and mortar sense; we are not
talking about a physical thing that can be
established in another area as. for example, the
School of Mines has established itself at
Kalgoorlie and has just sponsored a section at
Collie. It is not a bricks and mortar matter.

The second reading speech refers to the fact
that it is essentially a funding and co-ordinating
institute to assist to promote and co-ordinate
research and expertise. In other words. far from
being a bureaucracy. as it is being referred to, it is
simply a body which will consist of three
directors. They are the chairman-who has been
appointed already-the former director of the
geological survey division (Mr Lord) and two
others to whom invitations have been extended.

Several members interjected.
Mr Harman: You are anticipating the

legislation passing through Parliament.
Mr P. V. JON ES: It is subject to the Act being

proclaimed. As well as those three persons-the
same number as makes up the Solar Energy
Research Institute-there is the advisory council
and this has been referred to already. I shall turn
to it again in a moment.

I should like to emphasise we are talking of a
co-ordinating body. The Solar Energy Research
Institute is involved in the same sorts of activities
as the body we are talking about here, but it also
carries out some direct testing. If members are
not aware of this already, they will find out all
about it when they visit it in the course of the next
few weeks.

There are initiatives such as the one at
Meekatharra where, later this year. t he first
automatic power generation unit in Aust ralia will
be commissioned to provide something like half
the total requirements at Meekatharra. To a large
extent this has been paid for by the Government
of West Germany and through a German
industrial organisation.

Throughout its life the Solar Energy Research
Institute has co-ordinated research projects.
People can apply for funding and assistance with
research projects. Industry has made considerable
contributions by providing equipment. For
example, a new solar energy house has just been
built in Forrestficld. One company donated the
dwelling and another company donated the solar
energy equipment which has been installed in the
premises. The institute is carrying out the
monitoring and ongoing testing.

Mr Grill: I believe the institute has something
like 16 staff members now. hasn't it? It also has
buildings which are made of bricks and mortar.

Mr P. V. JONES: The member for Swan will
be able to tell members opposite exactly what is
going on down there. As I pointed out a moment
ago. the institute is involved in a great deal of
testing.

Mr Grill: But when this body was set up the
then Minister said that Parkinson's law would not
prevail.

Mr P. V. JONES: I am not talking about what
my predecessor said: I am talking about this
institute at the present time. The Solar Energy
Research Institute dues a great deal of testing and
monitoring. Many of the people to whom the
member for Yilgarn-Dundas has referred are paid
by industry or are in receipt of research grants.

The member for Maylands said this was a
mammoth task and that is not disputed. A
considerable amount of research is being
conducted throughout the world into mining
practices and developments, mineral technology,
and petroleum work. We are seeking to have
access to all this information and, indeed, that is
the reason for some of the representation on the
advisory council. We want to have access to that
information so that we can decide what we want
to do in this State.

By looking at all the information available
throughout the world, we hope to be able to
decide what is most applicable to the work that
needs to be done for the development of the
mining and petroleum industries in Western
Australia.

The member for Maylands is absolutely right
when he says that industry itself is in the best
position to know, firstly, what is going on and,
secondly, to advise on the information we should
be gathering from elsewhere and the way in which
it should be related to this State. That issue is not
even questioned. That is one of the reasons we
refer to co-ordination so strongly and also why the
various levels of industry are represented on the
advisory council. That is the whole basis of what
we are trying to achieve. We want to make
certain that what is being done in other parts of
the world can be assessed so that we can adopt
the best and most advantageous methods for our
own benefit.

I referred also in the second reading speech to
the need to be certain of what is taking place
already in Western Australia. As members have
said, we are rather well endowed with research
facilities in this State. Our tertiary institutions
have considerable research facilities, as does
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CSIRO and, indeed, some companies are
conducting research projects.

The director elect (Mr Lord) has already
compiled an inventory of the research facilities
which are available not only in the various
institutions, but also in the industry sector,
Various companies have been spoken to in an
endeavour to establish whether they will support
such at body not only by making facilities
available where required. but also by assisting
where necessary with finance to support the
approved research programme. Such was the
response of industry that we have adopted this
method of co-ordinating the various research
nmate ri alI.

The question wvas raised ats to why we need a
statutory authority to do this and, indeed, we do
not so far as co-ordinating and liaising are
concerned. However, from the point of view of
finance, we need to have a statutory authority
responsible for funding. Such a body is required
to control the receipt and expenditure of funds
and also to be responsible to the Auditor General.
It is essential that this body be subject to certain
obligations and to the scrutiny of this Parliament
and the Auditor General. I am certain such a
situation would not be questioned.

Reference was made to the fact that there may
be an overlap of research facilities. In fact the
reverse situation will apply. It must be borne in
mind that, at the present time, there is at degree of
overlap in the work being done, perhaps not so
much between various sections of industry, but
certainly between various tertiary institutions. It
can be said there is great opportunity for overlap,
although I would not like to suggest the degree to
which this occurs. However. I know there is a
certain amount of overlap and, in that regard,
members would be well aware of somec of the
discussions which occurred concerning the future
of the School of Mines and the efforts and
initiatives taken by somec institutions to move i nto
areas which quite properly belong to the School of
Mines.

The proposed advisory committee received
considerable attention. From my understanding
there is no question that an advisory committee
wats necessary. Indeed, it is the vehicle by which
various sections of industry can be represented
and can make their contributions.

Attention was drawn to several organisations
including the Bureau of Mineral Resources. The
member for Maylands asked whether the bureau
had been consulted and the answer is that it has
been. I am advised Mr Lord has had discussions
about the proposed body with the Bureau of

Mineral Resources and also with the Australian
minerals research people.

The Bureau of Mineral Resources is changing
its emphasis at the present time and we did not
see the need to identify that organisation by name
within the Statute, although the structure of the
advisory committee still provides that we could
use it if necessary, but at this stage it has not been
proposed.

In fact, the bureau is withdrawing from somec or
the undertakings it has pursued in recent years
and it is passing sonic of its activities, such as
some aspects of mapping, over to the States. In
future it will concentrate on one or two
specifically identified areas of research. There has
been sonic discussion with the bureau in order to
ensure that we can obtain information fromt it and
to safeguard against any overlap in activities.

The private body, the Australian Mining
Industry Research Association, has been party to
some discussions and I have spoken with one of its
members. When the final form of the advisory
committee is established subject to the approval
of this legislation, members of this House will find
that if we pursue the endeavours considered at
present there will be a role for that body to be
included in the work of the institute.

Already I have mentioned the School of Mines.
It will be involved heavily as an institution and
also through Dr Jones who we felt quite clearly
would need to be involved not only by virtue of
the position he holds as Principal of the School of
Mines and the dean of the appropriate section
attached to the university-although that will not
be for much longer-but also as an individual. He
has a considerable amount to offer in relation to
his personal ability and professional expertise in
the mining industry. He had experience in the
United Kingdom before coming to Kalgoorlie
and,* quite clearly, we wanted him to be part of
the institute, and that is the intention of this
legislation.

Reference was made to the Confederation of
Western Australian Industry. Already I have
indicated that one of the things we are attempting
to achieve is to have access to what is going on
elsewhere in the world. We can do that only
through the industry, and as the member for
Maylands well knows, the industry best knows
what is going on. We are talking about not only
the mining industry, the mining fraternity, and
people involved with petroleum and other energy
aspects, but also industries involved with the
supply of equipment and all other industries
related to mining such as in the design of certain
equipment. The confederation will provide us with
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the pipeline of opportunity just as the other two
arms of the mining and petroleum industries.

Quite clearly "we see the reasons given as more
than adequate for us to involve that body.

Mr Harman: Do you see the Trades and Labor
Council being involved?

Mr P. V. JONES: I am not sure whether the
member would like me to comment on that now
or w'hen we move into the Committee stage.

Mr Harman: Please yourself. I don't see what
your argument will be.

Mr P. V. JONES: I conclude by thanking the
members who contributed to the debate. I thank
them for their support of the Bill. I assure them
that it is designed as identified clearly in the
second reading speech and that all aspects of the
School of Mines were made clear perfectly.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Coninitice

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr
Crane) in the Chair: Mr P. V. Jones (Minister for
Mines) in charge of the Bill,

Clauses I to 19 put and passed.
Clause 20: Membership of Advisory

Committee-
Mr HARMAN: I move an amendment-

Page 12. line 5-Insert after paragraph
(b) the following new paragraph to stand as
paragraph (c)-

(c) One person appointed from a panel
of names submitted by the body
known as the Trades and Labor
Council of W.A.;.

Members of the Committee would be aware that
the advisory committee to be set up will comprise
a number of organisations. one being the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry. It
is fair to say one of the major roles of the
confederation is in the industrial relations area. It
represents employers in the industrial relations
scene in Western Australia. It has other
obligations and responsibilities to employers
which are of a minor nature compared with the
principal role as the organsiation dealing with
industrial relations.

I do not deny that amongst its ranks and ,certainly, amongst the people involved in the
mining and petroleum industries, there are a
number of persons well equipped to give advice to
an advisory committee set up under this Bill. I am
not complaining abut the confederation being
represented on the advisory committee, but what I

say to this Committee is this: If it is good enough
for the conferation to be a body on the advisory
committee then it is good enough for the Trades
and Labor Council of Western Australia to be on
the advisory committee because the Trades and
Labor Council has a number of roles to play. Its
major role is to represent employees in the
industrial relations scene in Western Australia
just as the confederation represents employers.
The council has a number of other obligations to
its members, and we know about some of those
areas such as workers' compensation, education.
the arts, and so on.

Within the ranks of the council there is a
tremendous area from which a representative of
the council could obtain information of various
areas of the mining and petroleum industries
which would help him to put a proposition to the
advisory committee. Such a proposition would
relate to aspects of mining and petroleum
research projects which would be of advantage to
Western Australia and, particularly, to Western
Australian workers.

If we do not have workers in the mining
industry we do not have a mining industry. The
mining industry does not fall or stand because of
the bosses: it falls or stands because of the
workers. The workers are the people who go into
the field, the mines, quarries, and pits and do all
the hard work such as driving the bulldozers,
firing the charges, constructing the drives, and all
those sorts of things. They are the people out in
the field making the money for the company to
make a profit.

The employees know a great deal more about
the inner workings of particular areas than do
some of the heads of the confederation who
represent only the mining industry. I think it is
fair enough that the workers of Western Australia
through their represenative, the Trades and Labor
Council. should have some role to play in the
advisory committee to this research institute.

Mr Coyne: What input could they provide?
Mr HARMAN: If the institute wished to

undertake a project inquiring into better
ventilation in underground mining one would
hope, and expect, that a representative of the
Trades and Labor Council would be able to
provide some input. The subject may not be
ventilation in mines: it may be engineering or a
project looking into better ways of engineering in
underground or above ground situations.

Mr Coyne: What if they had top engineers
already?

Mr HARMAN: Well if the Government wants
workers in Western Australia just to do the job
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and not be consulted and not be given an
opportunity to provide some input then let it say
so. If it wants the workers in Western Australia to
be merely the tools of the bosses and just to do the
job and be paid for it, then let it say so! It will
not; it is not game!

Sir Charles Court: You are bringing tears to
our eyes. Soon you will be waving the red flag,

Mr HARMAN: The proposition before the
Parliament is that the workers of Western
Australia be represented, through the Trades and
Labor Council, on the research institute: that is
all I am asking members to agree to.

Mr Tonkin: That is going too far!
Mr HARMAN. The bosses are represented

already on the advisory committee and if it is
good enough for the bosses then it is good enough
for the workers to be represented also. The
Government is playing polities and does not want
to give any preference to the Trades and Labor
Council. Such ant action is not against the
philosphy of the Labor Party; in fact, when in
Government the Labor Party consulted both
organisations-the Confederation of WA
Industry and the Trades and Labor Council.

I think it is a fair request that the Committee
agree to my proposition. It will not mean that the
TLC will take over the research institute because
it is loaded now with industry and the bosses.

Mr Coyne: You cannot tell us what they will
contribute.

Mr HARMAN: I have already explained at
least two areas where there could be a
contribution.

Mr Coyne: What are they going to contribute?
You cannot have people standing around doing
nothing.

Mr HARMAN. If such a proposition were
agreed to the person to represent the TLC would
be the secretary, Mr Peter Cook. Mr Cook is
already a member of the ACTU Resources
Development Committee and has mixed with the
top echelons of industry.

Mr O'Connor: You do not think Mr Gilbert
would be better than Mr Cook'?

Mr HARMAN: The decision is up to
Government members. The test would be for
them to decide because under this legislation, if
the Committee agrees to the recommendations, a
selection is made from a panel of names.

Mr Blaikie: If you were the Minister who
would you nominate?

Mr HARMAN: I would nominate the
secretary.

Mr O'Connor: Good heavens!
M r B ryce: A sa mple o f M r Cook's t rack reco rd

is that he was active with the OECD.
Mr HARMAN: He is already a member of the

ACTU Resources Development Committee and a
part of a European organisation which is involved
in the mining industry. In fact, Mr Cook attended
a number of meetings in Paris which were
involved with mining, petroleum researeh, and
development. I believe Mr Cook is eminently
suitable for a position on the committee.

I eanot see the reason For the Government's
reluctance to accept this proposal. The Trades
and Labor Council ought to be able to provide
some input, as should the Confederation of WA
Industry. I hope the Government will agree to this
amendment.

Mr P. V. JONES: I do not think the member
for Maylands could have read the legislation
adequately or perhaps he does not understand
what the institute is all about. It is not a body for
employers or employees-

Mr Barnett: Stop playing with words.

Mr P. V. JONES: -it is not that at all. The
legislation seeks to have a body which is able to
provide information in the ways I enumerated
during the second reading debate. However, if, at
any time it is felt desirable that there be other
appointments-as indeed it has been indicated
will be the case in that area, subject to the
legislation being passed-the opportunity is
provided for within the legislation.

I have already given an illustration of an
instance where we intend to utilise the services of
a person within this area, but his institute does
not a ppea r by na me, a nd for very good rea sons. I t
is niot necessary to have the Trades and Labor
Council identified to still obtain its services,
should that be desirable at any time. I reject the
amendment.

Mr GRILL: It is obvious that the Government,
and especially the Minister, has missed the whole
point of the amendment put forward by the
member for Maylands. He says that the advisory
board is to direct the type of research that is to
take place. It is to direct whether research should
take place or whether it should not. It will direct
the type of research that will be undertaken, and
to exclude the workers of Western Australia is
completely wrong.

The member for Murchison-Eyre is asking for
workers to provide some actual expertise; that is
not necessarily the ease. The Government has and
will have that role. What the workers want and
what we say is that they should have somec role in
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directing the areas to where research should go.
For instance, why should workers not be able to
request that research be undertaken into safety?
Why should they not be able to request that
research be undertaken into ventilation, as
suggested by the member for Maylands? Why
should they not be able to request better working
conditions?

Mr Coyne: That is just the practical aspect that
is covered already.

M r G R ILL: I f the memnber for M urch ison- Eyre
wants to throw practicalities. out of the window,
he can do it on his own. However, we will talk
about practicalities all day, and perhaps to some
benefit.

The point has been well made, and it should be
taken by the Minister and the Government. The
workers of this Slate. humble though they may
be, should have some say in the direction in which
this research should be undertaken.

Mr HARMAN: I want to suggest to the
Minister that if he wants to play politics with this
sort of legislation, that is up to him. However, we
approach the legislation with the intention of
trying to achieve something fair to all. We have
seen already that the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry will be represented on this
research institute advisory committee. To us, the
faiir thing would be for the Trades and Labor
Council to be represented also.

We are not attempting to play polities-, we are
attempting to see that the approach by the
Government 10 at particular matter is fair. Surely
that is our responsibility as members of
Parliament. When the Government asks us to
approve certain legislation. we have a
responsibility to point out any omissions. We
believe that a serious omission in this particular
legislation is the absence of a representative of the
TLC on the advisory committee because the TLC
is the body which represents the workers in the
mining and petroleum industries of this State.

It is a tremendous slur upon the Workers of
Western Australia to be excluded absolutely from
ain opportunity to indicate to the TLC. a nd then
through it the advisory' committee. matters, into
which sonic research should be carried out in the
interests of their own safety and in the interests of
better processing and mine management.

Surely the Government is being myopic in not
agreeing to this particular amendment, and it is
indicating quite clearly how it regards the workers
of this State. The Government does not want to
hear from the workers: it regards them as slaves.
That being the ease, the sooner the Government is
out of the Treasury benches, the better.

Mr BRYCE: I rise to Suggest to the Committee
that it takes note of the concern of the member
for Maylands. It should listen to his logic. The
Minister's arrogance, when he said that he rejects
the amendment out of hand, reflctLs this
Government's attitude to industrial relations. Is it
any wonder that people who represent organised
labour in Western Australia find it nearly
Impossible to sit down and talk with the Ministers
of this Government?

The Minister's attitude to the wage and salary-
earning members of this community brings into
very sharp focus most Of the Problems we are
facing. The Liberal Party at Federal level has just
Frozen out a man who believed in consultation, a
man who knew that sometimes compromise is
necessary.

M r Coyne: Hle froze himself out.
MrT BRYCE: The Prime Minister takes the

hard-line attitude that all he need do is to crack a
whip. This attitude is reflected in the comments of
the Minister tonight. He did not give the
Committee one logical reason for excluding from
this advisory committee the representatives of the
workers of this State. If it is reasonable to assume
that the Confederation of Western Australian
Industry represents organised capital, then it is
reasonable to assume that organised labour in
Western Australia is represented by the Trades
and Labor Council. Which member of this
Committee would be game enough to say that
capital is more important than labour or that
labour is more important than capital when it
comes to ensuring that an enterprise functions?
The experience of this generation. and of past
generations, has been that without capital or
without labour a sophisticated economic
enterprise will noi work. What arrogance it is for
the members in this place who represent the
vested interest of organised capital in this State-

Mr Blaikie: Oh cut it out!
Mr BRYCE: Of course that is so. Even though

members opposite try to run away fronm the fact.
they cannot deny that the people who contribute
to their political party. the people who provide the
muscle for their political force, are those Who
manipulate organised capital. Government
members say it is fair enough to have a
representative of organised capital on this body.

Mr Sibson: You are quite wrong. Quite a lot of
good unionists belong to the Liberal Party and
pay their dues. These are the humble people you
and the mnember for Maylands talk about.

Mr T. H. Jones: How do you determine a good
unionist'?
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Mr BRYCE: Well may the member for
Bunbury-who skates back into this Chamber
after each election on a razor-thin
majority-interject to suggest that the wage and
salary earners of this State support him. In reality
we all know that for generations the conservative
forces in polities have represented organised
capital. I cannot understand why members
opposite run away from this fact. We on this side
are proud to represent organised labour. The
members of the National Party and of the
Country Party never seek to run away from the
fact that they represent the organised rural
section of this community. Nobody suggests for a
minute that the Farmers and Settlers' Association
of Western Australia was not undertaking a
perfectly legitimate exercise when it endorsed
candidates for election.

Mr Coyne: That is not relevant.
Mr BRYCE: It is perfectly relevant. The

Government has brought a Bill to this Chamber
to suggest that organised capital should have a
representative on this body but that an equally
important and equally critical factor of
production, organised labour, should not.

The Minister has not been able to put forward
one reason to justify why the representatives of
organised labour should not have a representative.
I was astonished to hear an interjection earlier
from the member for Murchison-Eyre that the
representatives of the workers would have nothing
to contribute. That is a form of arrogance I find
surprising, coming from such a humble
gentleman.

Mr Coyne: You are saying the engineers and
technologists are not workers. They are workers
just the same; they have a higher level of
Contribution.

Mr BRYCE: Now we hear the member for
Murchison-Eyre starting to defend his elitist
theories as far as the work force is concerned.
Since the name of the Secretary of the TLC has
been mentioned already, might I suggest that that
gentleman, with his background. would run rings
around the member for Murchison-Eyre, around
the Minister himself, and around any member of
the coalition Government. in terms of
contribution to such an advisory committee.

Mr Coyne: When can I meet him?
Mr BRYCE: He is a man with vast experience

of the QECD and the ILO0-experience at
international level, not just at interstate level. I
am proud to sing his praises in this place.

I think it is a complete disgrace that the
Minister in his arrogance, and the member for
Murehison-Fyre by virtue of his interjection,

should suggest that a man of that calibre would
not have a first-class contribution to make.

Mr Coyne: What would they have to
contribute?

Mr BRYCE: A representative of the Trades
and Labor Council sits on the Council of the
Western Australian Institute of Technology. One
could assume from the interjection of the member
for Murchison-Eyre that the Secretary of the
TLC would have nothing to contribute to the
management of WA IT, that he would have no
constructive initiatives to put forward.

Mr Coyne: That is a different kettle of fish.
Mr BRYCE: Members opposite are assuming,

in almost 19th-century-class terms, that the wage
and salary earners of this society are not
competent to understand the issues and not
competent to make a contribution. I thought that
attitude died with the 19th century. The
continuation of that attitude will ensure that the
establishment of harmony between employer and
employee, between Government and employee, in
this State is a long way off. I genuinely believe
that members opposite who substantiate the
position of the Minister and the member for
Murchison-Eyre are not the slightest bit
interested in achieving the industrial productivity
of West Germany, Japan, or of many other
European nat ions-coun tries which they
frequently point to as examples we should
emulate.

Just look behind the scenes and examine the
attitudes of Governments and employers in those
countries. Look at the concept of co-
determination in Germany and many other parts
of Western Europe. How often do we see
politicians there going out of their way to inflame
industrial disputes for political advantage to the
extent of bringing the wheels of industry to a
grinding halt, insulting wage and salary earners
with one broad brush, and putting them into one
category as the member for Murchison-Eyre has
done by saying they have nothing to contribute?

Mr Blaikie: What about the air hostesses'
strike? Surely you don't believe they are acting
responsibly in what they are doing?

Mr E. T. Evans: What has that to do with it?
What is wrong with you?

Mr BRYCE: Mr Deputy Chairman (Mr
Crane), I know you will allow me as much
latitude as is necessary to answer the member for
Vasse by saying if farmers decide it is necessary
to go on strike, if capital decides it is necessary to
go on strike, and if workers decide it is necessary
to go on strike, they have the right to do so.
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Mr Blaikie: When have farmers gone on strike?
Mr BRYCE: They have the right to withdraw

their product from the market.
Mr Blaikie: When have they?
Mr Tonkin: All the time.
Mr BRYCE: Has the member for Vasse ever

heard of farmers organisintg to withhold stock
from the market when prices are abysmally low?
Is that not an example of farmers going on strike
by withholding their commodity?

Mr Clarko: No, it isn't.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Crane): It

has nothing to do with the question before the
Chair.

Mr Coyne: You are getting out of your depth.
Mr BRYCE: I know, Sir, and you will have to

forgive me.
Mr Blaikie: I suggest you get back to organised

labour.
Mr BRYCE: The member for Maylands has

moved an amendment to include a representative
of the Trades and Labor Council. Upon a change
of Government in 1983 a Labor Government
could go through this sort of legislation and delete
references to the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry and the Chamber of Mines.
Mr Deputy Chairman, can you not just imagine
them all on their hind legs screaming like hyenas?

Mr Blaikie: Would you?
Mr BRYCE: Of course we would not, because

we arc not bigoted. We do not take the class
conscious attitude that members opposite take in
connection with this type of legislation. We
recognise that in any economy labour and capital
must work harmoniously together if the system is
to be productive. If an economy like ours in a
democratic system is to be harmonious, both sides
must be recognised. It is not good enough for the
Government to say one side is good and the other
side is bad or disrcputable. That is the essence of
what the Government is doing right now. The
member for Murchison-Eyre enshrined the
thinking of the Government when he interjected
and asked what they would have to contribute.

Mr Coyne: And you couldn't answer it.
Mr E. T. EVANS: I support the amendment. I

point out that mining is our most important
industry.

Mr Blaikie: Fair go; it is an important industry.
Mr E. T. EVANS: The member for Vasse and

I could have an argument, because Western
Australia has only two industries: mining and
farming.

It is incredible that the Minister should exclude
from the proposed institute a representative Of the
workers. In my opinion it is tantamount to Setting
up a rural institute and excluding farmers from it.
What is the difference? WVhat would a farmer
have to contribute to a rural institute? Obviously
he has his expertise and experience gained over
many years in -the industry. That is just what the
workers in the mining industry of this State have
to contribute-the expertise and the skills they
have learnt over the years.

Even if the miners did not contribute anything,
what would be lost by including them? The
Government should take a leaf out of Kalgoorlie's
book. The Secretary of the Mining Division of the
Australian Workers' Union is on the board of the
Mine Workers' Relief Fund and the Goldfields
Medical Fund. He is on the board of those
organisations because they recognise what he has
to contribute. We do not have strikes in
Kalgoorlie because each side talks to the other.
We might not have the 800 silicotic miners in this
State had union representatives been included on
research institutes that were established.
Similarly, we might not have had the same
number of fatal accidents had representatives of
workers been included on the appropriate bodies
in that area.

Of course organised labour should be
represented on any institute of this nature which
is established. The Minister has not given one
reason that labour should not be represented on
the institute by a member of the TLC. He has
simply said they have nothing to contribute.

Mr P. V. Jones: I did not say that.

Mr E. T. EVANS: They have their experience
and their expertise to contribute. It will be an
absolute farce if the Bill is passed without this
amendment.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
M r B. T. Burke
Mr T, J, Burke
Mr Carr
Mir Davies

Ayes 16
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Harman
Mr I-odge
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mlr Bateman

(Teller)
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Mr Blaikic
Mr Clarke
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P, V. Jones
Mr MePharlin

Ayes
Mr Parker
Mr Mclver
Mr Skidmore
M r Pearce
M r Taylor
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Jamieson

Noes 21
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Spriggs
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Wait
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Mr Sodeman
Mr Mackinnon
Mr Mensaros
Mr Laurance
Mr Nanovich
Mr Grayden
Mr Williams

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr HAR MAN: I move an amendment-

Page t2, line 17-Insert after paragraph
(f) the following new paragraph to stand as
paragraph (g)-

(g) one person appointed from a panel
of names submitted by the W.A.
School of Mines;.

I heard the explanation provided by the Minister
during his reply to the second reading debate that
the WA School of Mines was omitted from the
list in the Bill because the Dean of the School of
Mines had already been approached and, subject
to this legislation being passed through
Parliament, had agreed to accept a position on
this institute. We wholeheartedly agree with that
arrangement, even though one may be critical of
the fact that once again the Government has used
this Parliament as a rubber stamp, making all
Sorts of arrangements in anticipation of legislation
going through.

Be that as it may, it is essential this clause be
amended to make statutory provision for a place
on the advisory committee of a representative of
the WA School of Mines. It will not always be the
case that the present incumbent will be head of
the WA School of Mines; he may well accept
some other position. We are concerned that in the
future there may not be a representative from the
WA School of Mines on this body. The
Opposition would like to see it clearly spelt out in
legislation that there will always be a role to play
on this advisory committee by a representative of
the WA School of Mines.

The Government cannot oppose this
amendment, because it has already stated it is
fundamental to the advisory committee and in
fact it is the whole essence of the Bill that the
WA School of Mines be represented.

Mr E. T. EVANS; I support the amendment. I
would like to hear how the Minister could
possibly omit this provision from the Bill. It
simply is not good enough to tell us he already has
the Dean of the WA School of Mines listed
amongst the 'such number of other persons (if
any) as the Minister considers appropriate". The
Minister has listed all the other tertiary
institutions, but the only tertiary institution which
is directly involved with mining is not represented.

Mr Wilson: He forgot.
Mr E. T. EVANS: Obviously, the Minister

forgot. It simply is not good enough to say that, as
a result of an exchange of letters with Dr Jones,
he will be permitted to Sit On the advisory
committee. The Minister gave his second reading
speech only two weeks ago, at a time when Dr
Jones was not even aware of the Bill. At that
stage, he certainly had not asked him to serve on
any advisory committee. So, unless the Minister
got his mail off a ]ot quicker than he answers
most letters, I do not see how two letters could
have been exchanged in chat short period.

We do not need the Minister for Mines to
eulogise the efforts of Dr Jones; Kalgoorlie did
that adequately enough in 1979, when it made
him Citizen of the Year. That was when he took
on the Government and saved the WA School of
Mines from being closed.

Sir Charles Court: Just a minute. We were his
great ally. We helped him keep the school open.

Mr E. T. EVANS: Why did he put in his
resignation?

Sir Charles Court: We were helping him.
Mr E. T. EVANS: Why did he put in his

resignation?
Mr P. V. Jones: The member for Yilgarn-

Dundas knows better than that.
Mr E. T. EVANS: He did not put in his

resignation to the member for Yilgarn-Dundas, he
put it in to the Government.

Mr P. V. Jones: No he did not. We did not
employ Dr Jones. We do not control the Institute
of Technology.

Mr F. T. EVANS: Who does?
Mr P. V. Jones: It is funded by the

Commonwealth. It is an autonomous body.
Mr Bryce: When things get hot they do not

control it!
Mr E. T. EVANS: It is amazing that

everything runs itself in this State, with no
Minister being responsible for anything.

The simple fact is that if the Minister were
genuine in including a representative from the
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WA School of Mines in this very worthy piece of
legislation he would obviously accept the
amendment and reserve a place for the only
tertiary institution in Western Australia which is
involved in mining.

We cannot leave it as it stands at present. The
present dean will not be there forever. In fact, the
next time the Government squeezes him for funds
he may leave, this time for good. The Government
would then have to call on the new dean if the
Minister or his successor felt it was necessary. If'
the Government is sincere in its endeavour, it will
accept our amendment.

Mr P. V. JONES: I have already outlined the
situation regarding Dr Jones and the WA School
of Mines. It has never been denied the school
plays a significant role as a body and as an
institution. It has already proved itself capable of
doing a considerable amount of work of the type
we want to see done. That is not in question.
However it is not, as the member for Kalgoorlie
said, the only institution in the State which
involves itself in some aspect of the mining or
petroleum industry as far as courses are
concerned.

Mr E. T. Evans: Quote me correctly. I said
"directly involved in mining".

Mr P. V. JONES: That is not questioned; but it
is not the only institution that has some
particular-

Mr E. T. Evans: Which other one is directly
involved in mining?

Mr P. V. JON ES: I did not say that.
Mr E. T. Evans: I did.
Mr P. V. JONES: I referred to the only other

institution involved in offering courses.
Mr B~ryce: Which has been omitted-that is

what he said.
Mr P. V. JONES: The WA School of Mines

appears at the top of page 13. It is within that
category. The present director would be involved.
If members of the Opposition are patient, and the
Parliament passes the legislation, they will be able
to see then what use will be made of the School oi
Mines; and they will see the persons we would like
to have involved. After discussions we have
decided to do it in this manner and members will
find that this is a suitable way of doing it.

Far from diminishing the role of the School of
Mines, we are seeking to have it more closely
involved.

Mu BRYCE: I wish to support my colleague,
the member for Kalgoorlie. 1 pose a question to
the Minister, to elicit from him a very clear
statement. The member for Kalgoorlie made the

point that the School of Mines was the only
tertiary institution directly involved in the
instruction of people in the mining industry which
has been omitted. The Minister said there are
others. Can I ask the Minister through you, Mr
Deputy Chairman (Mr Crane), which other
institutions have been omitted?

Mr P. V. Jones: I did not say others have been
omitted. They said others have been Omitted.

Mr BRYCE: That is the very point. That is
what the member for Kalgoorlie said. The
Minister has listed the university, WAIT, and all
the other institutions. The member for Kalgoorlie
makes the point that the only tertiary institution
involved with mining and instruction at the
interface is the School of Mines; and the Minister
has omitted it. Why has he omitted the School of
Mines?

Mr H-arman; Shrieks of silence!
Mr BRYCE: Isn't he cute?
Mr P. V. Jones: Come on, let us get on With it.
Mr BRYCE: Is not the Minister cute? He is

unable to answer the question, just like the
Minister for Police and Traffic. He sits there in
his chair and refuses to answer, because there is
no answer.

Mr P. V. Jones: I told you what we are doing.
Now, let us get on with it.

Mr BRYCE: He says "I have told you what we
are doing. Cop it. There is no explanation for
what we are doing." The member for Kalgoorlie
has raised a perfectly simple, valid, reasonable
argument. Why has the Government forgotten
where the School of Mines is? Why has the
Government chosen to ignore the only tertiary
institution that is involved?

I challenge the Minister through you, Mr
Deputy Chairman, to explain to this
Committee-not to come up with the double talk
that he used when he sought to reply to the
member for Kalgoorlie-why the Government has
decided to ignore the School of Mines, the only
institution involved, as the member for Kalgoorlie
says.

Mr HARMAN: I listened with interest to the
explanation provided by the Minister for the
exclusion of the School of Mines from the
advisory committee. He said that we should look
at the top of page 13 for the answer; and that in
time we will find that this is the most effective
way of doing it. Well, we do not want to know
about it "in time"; we want to know now. It is
incumbent upon the Minister to tell us exactly
why the name "WA School of Mines" has been
specifically excluded from the list.
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Why will we find 'in time" that this is the most
suitable way of doing it'? I would like the Minister
to elaborate on that proposition that he put to the
Chamber.

Mr BRYCE: I rise to denounce the Minister.
He is a damned disgrace,

Government members interjected.
Mr BRYCE: He is in a corner. Why does this

Parliament have Committees? Does this Minister
not understand his legislation? Has he not got the
guts to defend his legislation in the Legislative
Assembly?

Mr Old interjected.
Mr BRYCE: The Minister has been asked a

simple question by the member for Kalgoorlie,
and he sits there-

Mr Old interjected.
Mr BRYCE: Listen to the giant fronm

Katanning, who wants to switch political parties.
He would love to be a member of the Liberal
Party. What a giant commitment he has! What a
giant in the Western Australian political scene!

Government members interjected.
Mr BRYCE: HeI is a gigantic Judas who will

stab his colleagues in the back and accept 20
pieces of silver. That is all he is any good for.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Crane):
Order! I ask the member for Ascot to return to
the clause.

Mr BRYCE: I simply took five or six seconds
to answer the-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You took more
than five seconds, and you will not have the
opportunity again.

Mr BRYCE: -interjections by your leader.
Now I wish to register my complete abhorrence at
the methods used by the Minister for Mines. This
Minister has treated the Parliament with
complete contempt. Either he knows the answers
or he does not. If he does not know the answers to
simple, straightforward questions, he should ask
leave to report progress so he can do his
homework. However, it appears he does not have
the gumption to stand up and explain the
situation to the Committee or to answer the
si mple queries.

The Minister picks up his files. How he would
love to leave the Chamber at this moment. It is
the only thing he has not done.

Members of the Opposition have raised
perfectly valid queries with regard to this
legislation. He does not listen. As soon as he
resumes his seat after the most feeble of
explanations, he picks uip at file. He would like to

hide behind a pile of files. He seeks to engage in
conversations with his colleagues on both sides,
He would dearly love to leave the Chamber.

The attitude of the Minister for Mines is to be
denounced. He is a disgrace to the Legislative
Assembly.

Government members interjected.
Mr GRILL: I would like to say I believe-

M r Tonkin interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Crane):

Order!
Mr T. i. Burke: Why don't you wake up?
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr GRILL: -that this Minister does have

some feeling for the School of Mines, because I
have had discussions with him on a number of
occasions about the School of Mines; and he has
shown he has some feeling for the school. What
has happened with this Bill is that he has not read
it properly-, he has not researched it; and he has
merely omitted from the list of institutions the
School of Mines which should have been
mentioned. There is no other explanation.

If the Minister is to mention the Murdoch
University, the University of WA, and WAlT,
why is he not mentioning the foremost authority
on mining research in this State: namely, the
School of Mines? Why does he not mention
probably the foremost, premier authority in such
research in this country; that is, the WA School
of Mines? No logical person would have ignored
it; but this Minister did, and he does not have the
honesty to say to the Chamber that he omitted it
through an oversight. He is not prepared to say
"It was a mistake, but I am prepared to include
it.,,

The answer the Minister gave to the Chamber
was double Dut(ch. Iit was double spea k; a nd itI was
not even understood by his colleagues. The clear
fact is that the WA School of Mines could
probably run the whole programme itself, without
setting up another bureaucratic body. The
Minister is not prepared to admit his mistake and
to say that a representative of the WA School of
Mines should be on the advisory committee.

Mr BRYCE: I would like to conclude the
debate by making the point that the Minister for
Mines is the only Minister on the Government
front benches who participates in debate by
ignoring the debate. There is not another Minister
on the front bench who brings in legislation to the
Chamber and then treats the Parliament with the
same sort of contempt. Every Minister who has
brought in legislation in recent days-the
Minister for Health, the Minister for Police and
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Traffic, and the Minister for Education-at least
extended the courtesy and sense of decency to
members of Parliament of following the debate
through and responding to the queries raised. This
Minister not only does not follow the arguments
put to the Committee by the Opposition speakers
but he also seeks to continue going through those
Mines Department files or whatever else he is
working with. He1 does not have the slightest
intention of following the debate.

Amendment put
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertramn
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
M r B. T. Bu rke
M r T. J. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies

Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MePharlin

Ayes
Mr Parker
Mr Melver
Mr Skidmore
Mr Pearce
Mr Taylor
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Jamieson

and a division taken with the

Ayes 16
Mr E. T. Evans
MIr G r ill
Mr Harman
M r I-odge.
M r T. H.- Jones
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

(Teller)
Noes 21
M r O'Connor
Mr Old
M r Rushton
M r Si bson
M r Spriggs
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Wait
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Mr Sodeman
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Mensaros
Mr Laurance
Mr Nanovich
Mr Grayden
Mr Williams

Amendment thus negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 21 to 36 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the

report adopted.

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
SUBSIDY AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 26 March.
MR T. H. JONES (Collie) [ 10.25 p.m.]: This is

only a very minor amendment to the Act and the
Minister when introducing the Bill pointed out
that following the enactment of similar legislation

by Ike Federal Government last year. a similar
Bill was introduced into this Parliament for
ratification on 5 November 1980 which had
retrospectivc effect to 28 March last year.
Following the passing of legislation in this House
the Commonwealth Government again amended
the Act and Royal assent was received on 17
September last year. The amendment passed in
the Federal Parliament extended the scope of the
Commonwealth Act so that the $80 per tonne
Commonwealth subsidy applied to commercial
and industrial customers in areas where natural
gas is not readily available, with effect Cram 30
April 1980.

All this Bill seeks; io do is pass complementary
legislation to amend the legislation to which I
have referred which was passed in November of
last year. similar to that which was passed
federally. In essence, the scheme is that the
current legislation provides for the subsidy of
LPG used by householders of non-profit,
residential type institutions and schools for a
period of three years to allow them to adjust to
the rising prices of LPG and, where possible, to
Convert to more readily available gas alternatives.
It also provides for the subsidy to be extended to
LPG consumers in industry and commerce,
broadly defined. I do not intend to go into the
ramifications of the Bill.

Last year I indicated that we supported the
previous measure and all this Bill seeks to do is
extend those provisions. It is merely
complementary legislation to that already
approved by the Commonwealth. The Opposition
does not oppose the measure.

MR MePHARLIN (Mt. Marshall) [10.28
pm.]: I too support this measure. It was very
interesting to read in The West Australian of 25
January 1980 that the Minister for National
Development in the Federal Parliament had said
that legislation was being prepared urgently for a
subsidy of $80 a tonne on [PG for household use.
It was very welcome news to learn that the
subsidy was to be paid, because householders in
country areas are entirely dependent in many
cases on [PG for their household use. This
applies also to a number of shops. The article
went on to say that the subsidy was the First step
in phasing out the household use of LPG because
automotive and petrochemical use was expected
to take up all domestic LPG production in a few
years.

That created a great deal of dissension at the
time and quite a number of the Federal
parliamentary back-benchers were not satisfied to
hear about that. They took up the matter with the
Minister and there was a change of policy. It was
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announced some time later that the policy had
been changed and it was not proposed to phase
out tlhe subsidy for household use as had been
previously indicated.

Of course, there is greater emphasis on it being
used for automotive purposes. This is because the
bulk of the LPG produced is exported, as
difficulties are experienced in storing it. The
supplies being produced at the Bass Strait
oilfields at the present time arc more than
adequate to meet Australian needs and a large
proportion of the gas produced goes overseas.

This is an acceptable subsidy which provides
consumers in the remote country areas with a
benefit inasmuch as it reduces the costs of
purchasing the gas which has become essential in
many regions. Were the subsidy to be phased out
andI the people unable to purchase the gas, they
would be greatly inconvenienced, because they
depend on it. )I is to be hoped that the areas
which are dependent on LPG will be able to
continue to use it. Many areas will never have
natural gas pipelines and they will depend on
LPG for a number of years. I believe the
Government is conscious of this and will do its
best to ensure a continuing supply of LPG
particularly to families which depend on it.

This is an acceptable piece of legislation which
we support fully, because it provides a facility
which is most welcome and essential.

MR P. V. JONES (Narrogin-Minister for
Fuel and Energy) 110.32 p.m.]: 1 thank the two
members who have spoken for their support of
this legislation. I should like to refer briefly to the
point made by the member for Mt. Marshall

regarding domestic use of LPG. As he indicated
quite rightly, it is not proposed that the use of
LPG for domestic purposes in isolated
communities will be phased out, as was suggested
a little over a year ago

Although problems have been experienced with
the use of LPG and there was an increase in its
use by some sections of industry as oil prices rose,
the situation has been clarified. As has been
mentioned, this legislation will assist, because the
use of LPG is extended to industry and
commerce. Under the definitions contained in the
legislation, LPG will not be available to certain
industries, such as those in a natural gas area
already or where natural gas will be available by
the middle of the decade.

Some industries which now have LPG will not
be able to use it from the middle of the decade or,
if they do use it, they will not qualify for the
subsidy, because they will have an alternative
fuel.

It is also true that the subsidy will not be
available where LPG is to be used for automotive
purposes, except for certain specialised vehicles
such as fork lift trucks and so on.

I thank members for their support of the Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

House adjourned at 10.35 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

LAPORTE AUSTRALIA LTD.

Effluenti

715. Mr BA R NETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is it a fact that disposal of Laporte's
effluent in the coastal sand dunes
adjacent to Lesehenault Inlet is resulting
in continuing severe degradation and
erosion to the immediate environment?

(2) What attention has been given to the
restoration and repair of the sand
dunes'?

(3) What recommendations have been made
by his department to the Public Works
Department in respect of attempts to
revitalise the area'?

(4) Is it a fact that the continuing erosion of
the dune system may put the
Lesehenault Inlet at risk?

M r O'CON NOR replied:
(1) Obviously in the immnediate environs of

the disposal ponds environmental
degradation takes place.

(2) and (3) The Public Works Department
in liaison with the Soil Conservation
Service of the Department of
Agriculture, the Lesehenault Inlet
Management Authority and the
Department of Conservation and
Environ ment are developing restoration
programmes for the peninsula.

(4) The Lesuhenault Inlet is not believed to
be at any risk from dune erosion.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Owen Anchorage

724. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

Since 1979, what positive action has
been taken to improve water quality in
Owen Anchorage by the control of waste
discharges into it?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
Late last year all the industries in the
area were questioned as to changes in
their discharges into Owen Anchorage
since the Cockburn Sound study.

It was found that Anchorage Butchers.
Eagle Wool, McGillvray Tanneries, and
Eagle West no longer discharge to the
anchorage and other industries have
made minor process improvements with
a view to eventual compliance with
discharge standards which may be
applied as a result of the EPA's
development of marine and estuarine
water quality criteria.

FUEL AND ENERGY: SOLAR

Domestic Water Heaters

728, MT BARN ETT, to the Premier:

In view of the obvious savings in fossil
fuels which accrue to the State from
those homes which install solar heaters,
will he investigate the possibility of
subsiding either their manufacture or
sale as is the case in the United States.
both State and Federal?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

Solar water heaters have already
achieved a very substantial degree of
market integration within Western
A ustralia and the Government does not
believe that direct subsidies are
appropriate or necessary. Through the
Solar Energy Research Institute the
Government has been providing funding
for research and development purposes
to directly reduce the cost and improve
the performance of solar equipment.
This is believed to be the best approach
for Western Australia at the present
time.

The Government has also pressed the
Federal Government from time to time
to consider providing tax concessions to
encourage the greater use of solar
energy, particularly in industry.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Jarrah Class Action: Premnier's Statement

739. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier;

(1) Was he correctly reported in The West
Australian of Monday, 13 April 1981 in
stating "The class action claim before
the District Court of Pennsylvania
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makes 10 specific demands which quite
clearly require the bauxite-alumina
industry to shut down unless it can meet
some quite impossible requirements"?

(2) If so, will he detail the impossible
requirements?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

( I) Yes.
(2) The requirements arc there to be read

by the member, and I am sure members
would agree with my conclusion on the
impact on the industry.

FUEL AND ENERGY: NUCLEAR

Generating Cost

740. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

(1) Has his attention been drawn to an
article in the 9 January Financial
Review claiming that a USA Energy
Department report states that the real
cost of nuclear power is between 3.Sc
and 4.7c per kilowatt hour-ir
Government subsidies in research,
uranium marketing promotion,
mnanagemnent of wastes and promotion of
foreign reactor sales are included-and
that this cost exceeds the present 3.75c
per kilowatt hour cost in the USA of oil-
fired electricity?

(2) How do the figures above compare with
the cost of generating electricity from
thermal power stations in Western
Australia fired by-

(a) coal;
(b) oil?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

(1) No.

(2) Whilst specific figures based on United
States' costs for individual plants cannot
be given, it could be true that the cost of
electricity from nuclear power in
Western Australia is more expensive
than electricity produced from Collie
coal, but would be considerably less than
that produced from either imported coal,
or fuel oil.

TRANSPORT: AIR

Perth Airport

745. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Conservation and the
Environment:

With regard to the Minister's answer to
question 398 of 1981 concerning work
done by the Commonwealth Transport
Australia to stuidy noise levels associated
with-
(a) locating the new terminal building

to the north-west of the airport;
(b) the extension by 300 metres of the

southern runway:
will the Minister table a copy of the
study?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:
(a) and (b) The noise level studies have

been undertaken internally by
Transport Australia in close
association with the Department of
Conservation and Environment. It
is not anticipated that a formal
report on the results will be
prepa red.

TRANSPORT: AIR

Perth Airport

746. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

Adverting to his answer to question 399
of 198 1 respecting Perth Airport, when
he states inter aha ...... I am advised
that the Commonwealth is in the process
of acquiring land to the cast of the
present airport to accommodate long
term demands. ... , does the use of
the phrase "long term demands" mean
beyond the year 2005?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I am advised that the Commonwealth
Department of Transport regards its
current land acquisition to the east of
Perth Airport as adequate to meet
airport demands beyond the year 2005.
It is envisag~d that, somewhere around
the turn of the century, another runway
will be built at Perth Airport. This
runway will be parallel to the existing
runway. These two runways should be
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sufficient to cater for movements of
regular and scheduled aircraft beyond
the year 2005.
It is estimated that passenger
movements through Perth Airport will
grow from 1.2 million in 1980 to around
four million in the year 2005. Over the
same period, scheduled aircraft
movements should grow from the
present level of 16000 per annum to
more than 26 000 per annum. By the
year 2005, the average size of jet
aircraft flying through Perth will be
much larger than it is today.
By the year 2005. it may be necessary to
move some general aviation activity
away from Perth Airport. A site has
been earmarked at Karnet for future
development as an alternative general
aviation airport.
Most of this information is in the 1979
Commonwealth-State advisory
committee report on Perth Airport

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Australian Equity

749. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

With reference to his answer to question
392 of 1981 concerning the level of
Australian equity in resource
development projects, in which of the
examples detailed by him does he claim
that the increase in Australian
ownership was achieved as a result of
"sensible negotiation" by his
Government?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Creation of a favourable investment
climate is the single most important
factor in achieving expanded
opportunities for Australian investment.
In the majority of areas referred to in
my earlier reply, the Government,
through negotiation and representation
about our policy objectives, has had a
significant influence on the ultimate
level of Australian ownership. Our
record in this respect speaks for itself.
As a private-eniterprise Government,
however, we regard such equity
considerations as matters primarily to be
determined by individual companies

with proper and practical regard for our
policy objectives. While the Government
has played an important role in
influencing company decisions in respect
of Australian involvement, we would
never cilaim sole responsibility for
increased Australian equity in any
project. Because of the sensitive
commercial nature of such discussions
we wold not be prepared to release
details of specific instances.

TRANSPORT: AIR

Pert h Airport

750. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is he aware that four of the five options
considered by the intergovernmental
working party studying the future
expansion of the Perth Airport proposed
that the site for the new international
terminal should be situated to the east 6f
the existing main runway?

(2) Is he also aware that the siting of the
new international terminal to the north-
west of the existing terminals will
significantly increase noise problems for
the residents of Redeliffe?

(3) Is he further aware that plans to
construct the Beechboro-Gosnells
Highway could include excellent access
to a new terminal situated to the east of
the main runway?

(4) Would he be prepared to meet a
deputation of Federal, State, and local
government representatives to discuss
the recently announced plans for the
future development of the airport?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) The Commonwealth-State advisory

committee which studied Perth's Airport
needs and reported in August 1979 has
been the only joint Government
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committee to examine this subject. It
was not within its terms of reference to
study the layout of facilities at any given
airport location, merely to examine
various locations within the Perth
region. However, one of the advisory
committee's working groups had, as one
of its tasks, comparative development
costing of the locations named and in
this context it did examine, in a very
preliminary way, a number of different
layouts for Perth Airport in order that it
could compare a Perth Airport location
with entirely new airports at other
locations. The results of that basic
examination were included as an
appendix to the report of the working
group.

(2) 1 am advised that the proposed
redevelopment of Perth Airport will not
result in the Surrounding residents being
exposed to any additional significant
noise levels.

(3) 1 am advised that the decision about the
location of the new international
terminal building was taken by the
Commonwealth Department of
Transport in the light of all the present
and proposed road developments within
the vicinity of the airport.

(4) Although the future development of
Perth Airport is purely a
Commonwealth Department of
Transport responsibility, with
appropriate input from State
Government departments, I would
certainly be prepared to meet a
deputation as I have done on many
occasions in the past.

ABATTOI RS

Killing Capacity

754. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

(1) What is the killing capacity for-

(a) beef;
(b) lamb and sheep;
(c) pigs;

in Western Australia at the present
time?

(2) At what works is this killing space
located, and what amount in each?

(3) What is the expected turn-off in 1981
of-
(a) lamb;
(b) sheep;
(c) beef?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) The annual killing capacity is in the

order of-
(a) Beef: 800 000 agricultural areas;

100 000 Kimberley division;
(b) lamb and sheep: six million on a

single shift basis;
(c) pigs: 500 000.

(2) The slaughtering capacity at particular
abattoirs is a matter for the company
concerned.

(3) (a) Lamb: 1.5 million;
(b) sheep: 2.6 million for slaughter;

three milion for export;
(e) beef: 600 000.

EXPLOSIVES

Warn bro A rea

756. Mr BARNETT, to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Would he please provide a list of all
finds by the Warobro clearance project
since June 1980?

(2) Would he please provide a plan of the
"primary impact area" with details of
area size and time spent searching it?

(3) Would he also provide a plan of the
extended area now being searched with
details of area size and time spent
searching it so far, and how much is still
left to search?

(4) (a) How many projectiles; and
(b) what are they in each case;,
have been found-
(i) north
(ii) east

(iii) south
(iv) west
of the Warnbro housing development?

(5) Would he further provide a map
showing details of finds in answer to
(4)(i) to (iv)?

(6) (a) H ow many people are now
employed in the second search of
the primary impact area;

(b) what equipment are they using;
(c) what finds have they made?
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(7) (a) How many people are now
employed in searching outer areas,

(b) what equipment are they using?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) High explosive projectiles

6" howitzer
4.5" howitzer
3.7" howitzer
3" 20 cwt anti-aircraft
25 pounder
18 pounder
40 mm bofor
3" mortar
20 mm
Live fuses

Quantity

141
33

4
25
5

Total 217

High explosive
Non-explosive projectiles

25 pounder smoke carrier
25 pounder solid shot
25 pounder practice
25 pounder HE - empty
18 pounder shrapnel-empty
I8 pounder HE-empty
2" mortar smoke-empty
18 pounder practice
37 mm solid shot
2 pounder solid shot
6 pounder solid shot
37 mm practice
2 pounder practice

The project to clear the new areas
commenced 2 February 1981 and
clearance of all three areas commenced
on that date.
Area cleared to date-Areas I and
2-200 hectares. Area 3-290 hectares.
Area remaining to be cleared-Areas I
and 2-3 15 hectares. Area 3-795
hectares.
Searching of all areas has now been
underway I I weeks.

(4) (a) and (b) Approximately 355
projectiles have been found (105
high explosive and 250
non-explosive).

(5) Attached map--for tabling-details all
high explosive projectiles found within
1 000 metres of the Warnbro housing
development. Non-explosive projectiles
have not been charted.

(6)
356

5
4

13
1

4
3

13
78

Total 5 16

Non-explosive

(2) Plan of "primary impact area"- is
provided for tabling.
Total area-I 270 hectares, However,
lake and housing area covered
approximately 320 hectares-, therefore
only 950 hectares were cleared.
Project commenced I July 1980 and was
completed 19 December 1980, a total of
25 weeks-not including training period.

(3) Plans of areas are provided for tabling.
Three areas were identified as impact
areas which required clearance. Areas I
and 2 are north of the primary impact
area while area 3 is south of the
primary impact area.
Area No. I H15 hectares.
Area No. 2 400 hectares.
Area No. 3 1085 hectares.

(7)

(a) 13 personnel, in three teams, are
employed in the deeper search;

(b) equipment-for each team-
] x Forster Ferex 4.015 search
equipment (on loan from RAAF)
1 x Garrett ADS Deepseeker
Detector
I x TAS brushoutter-for scrub
clearing:,

(c) three high explosive and 12 non-
explosive projectiles,

(a) 70 personnel are employed in the
one metre clearance of the outer
areas'

(b) Garrett ADS Deepseeker Detectors.

The papers were tabled (see paper No. 169).

EDUCATION

Muresk Agricultural College

767. Mr H. 0. EVANS. to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Adverting to his answer to question 637
of 1981 relevant to the acquisition of a
research station by Muresk College, is
the purchase of the research station by
or for Muresk College being considered
at this time, and if so, when is a decision
expected?

Mr OLD replied:
Muresk College has expressed interest in
purchasing the property, depending on
availability of funds.
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RAILWAY: FREMANTLE-PERTH
R. Tra vers Morgan Pty. Ltd.

768. Dr DADOUR, to the Premier:

What are the full terms of reference for
the Perib-Fremantle railway review to
be carried out by the consultant Firm of
R. Travers Morgan Pty. Ltd. of Sydney,
due to begin in October 1981 and
reported on by June 1982?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

The Cull terms of reference are as
follows-

Preamble

The Western Australian
Government is committed to review
the provision of passenger services
between Perth and Fremantle and
to announce future plans by
September 1982. This study, by
independent consultants, is to
ensure that all relevant facts receive
proper consideration.

Irrespective of the
recommendations, the Government
is committed to reserve a
segregated right-of-way adequate
for any conventional form of
transit.

Terms of Reference

The consultants will:

I. Examine all feasible mass
public transport options for the
Perth- Fremantle corridor.

2. Consider both probable and
possible levels of future
patronage.

3. Evaluate all evidence
submitted by the Government
and its Departments and any
submissions by interested
bodies or individuals.

4. Assess passenger convenience,
cost limits, energy sources,
environmental pollution, ability
to cope with demand,
compatibility with other
tra nsport systems, adaptability
to future developments and
any other matters which will
impinge significantly on the
selection of a recommended
form of transport.

5. Recommend the most
appropriate form, or succession
of forms, of transport for the
provision of passenger services
between Perth and Fremantle,
including a suggested
timetable for its introduction
and for future developments.

H EA LTH

Department of Health and Medical Services:
Curtin House

769. Mr JAMIESON, to the Minister for
Works:

(1) What has been the cost of division
panelling of the 8th floor of Curtin
House, Beaufort Street, for the Health
Department?

(2) Was not the previous pan'C1ling similar
to the other seven floors offered to the
Government by Trades H-all Inc., the
previous owners of the building?

(3) At what price was this offered?
(4) Was the cost of the new panelling. etc.,

charged against the Medical
Department?

(5) What other expenditure has been made
for the Medical Department on this
floor of Curtin House?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) $7 840-includes erection costs.
(2) Yes.
(3) $110 per panel.
(4) No.
(5) $2 800.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
Bentley: Closure

770. Mr JAMIESON, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) What subsidised assistance can the
parents of children now attending
Bentley High School expect when their
children are forced to attend alternative
high schools next year?

(2) Is he aware that many parents in the
Wilson and Bentley areas will be
Financially disadvantaged when they are
required to rtnd bus fares for children
attending high schools in alternative
areas?
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(3) Will he make representations to the
Premier to have free transport for a
settling down period of several years
when students are directed to alternative
schools?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(1) to (3) Careful consideration was given
to the possibility of additional costs to
parents before the decision was made to
redevelop two senior high schools as
senior colleges. There should be no extra
costs to parents associated with books,
uniforms, or equipment. The distances
to be travelled by students allocated to
new schools was an important factor in
the choice of the two schools concerned.
Most students relocated will not have to
travel more than an additional two
kilometres to their new schools.

I draw your attention to the fact that
while most primary children live within
walking distance of their neighbourhood
school, high schools are located on a
district basis. Special bus services
transport children to almost every high
school in the metropolitan area. It would
not be equitable to subsidise the bus
fares of all children referred to in the
question without providing subsidies to
parents of children from almost every
metropolitan high school who already
pay the standard bus fare to travel to
their nearest high school.

Nevertheless, I recognise that the
decision to relocate children from these
two schools may create unanticipated
hardship for some parents. I will ask the
Director General of Education to
investigate the question with a view to
providing assistance to parents in cases
where special hardship can be
demonstrated.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Collie River

771. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:
(1) Further to answers to question 640 of

1981 relevant to the erosion of the Collie
River banks, how much money has been

spent on the protection revitalisation and
revegetation of the eroded banks at the
mouth of the Collie River?

(2) How much was allocated for the
project?

(3) What development proposals have been
submitted for both sides of the Collie
River?

(4) When can it be expected that the
Lesehenault Inrlet Management
Authority will complete its examination
of the proposals?

Mr O'CON NOR replied: -

(1) $2000.

(2) $4000.

(3) Pe!ican Point leisure resort and Clifton
Park peninsula tourist resort.

(4) Recommendations have been made to
developers and the Town Planning
Board referral will be discussed at the
Lesehenault Inlet Management
Authority meeting to be held on
Monday 4 May 198 1.

FISH-ERIES

Abalone: Zones

772. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

(1) What are the details of the three
abalone zones in Western Australia with
respect to the boundaries for zones 1 to
3?

(2) What are the three boundaries for the
subzones in area 3?

(3) What types of abalone can be caught in
each area?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) Zone I-The waters of the Indian
Ocean below highwater mark from the
eastern boundary of Western Australia
on the south coast to Shoal Cape at the
western end of Fanny Cove.
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Zone 2-The waters of the Indian
Ocean below highwater mark from
Shoal Cape to the main jetty at
Busselton.
Zone 3-The waters of the Indian
Ocean below high waterwater mark
from Cape Leeuwin to the eastern
boundary of Western Australia on the
north coast.

(2) (a) Cape Bouvard to North Mole;
(b) Trigg Island to Little Island,
(c) Little Island to mouth of Moore

River.
(3) Zone 1-Greenlip. Brownlip. and Roe's

abalone.
Zone 2-Roe's, Greenlip, and Brawnlip
abalone.
Zone 3-Roe's abalone.

FISHERIES

A balone., Professional Divers

773. Mr BARN ETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

How many professional abalone divers
operated in zone I in-

(a) 197 1;
(b) 1974;
(c) 1977;
(d) 1980?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(a) 1I;
(b) seven;
(c) six:,
(d) six.

FISHERIES

Abalone: Professional Divers

774. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

How many professional abalone divers
operated in zone 2 in-
(a) 197 1;
(b) 1974;

(c) 1977;
(d) 1980?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:

(a) Eight;
(b) eight;
(c) eight;
(d) eight.

FISHERIES

Abalone: Professional Divers

775. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

How many professional abalone divers
operated in zone 3 in-

(a) 197 1;
(b) 1974;1
(c) 1977;
(d) 1980?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(a) 13;
(b) 12;
(c) 12;
(d) 12.

FISHERIES

Abalone: Sales

776. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

What policing of sales of abalone to
shops has been conducted in-

(a) 1979;
(b) 1980;
(c) 1981?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(a) to (c) Fisheries inspectors do not treat
abalone sales separately.

Shops are inspected for the purpose of
ensuring that they comply with all
fisheries laws, and abalone sales are a
part of this total inspection process.

It is therefore not possible to identify
past inspections involving abalone.
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FISHERIES

Abalone: Research

777. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

What research has been done by the
department into the stocks of abalone
in-
(a) zone 1;
(b) zone 2;
(c) zone 3?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(a) to (c) Monitoring of catch and effort

data.
Also in 1979 Finance was made available
for an abalone diver to search areas of
the Great Australian Bight for abalone
resources.

FISHERIES

A balone: Species

718. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

(1) What species of abalone were allowed to
be taken in 1979 by-
(a) zone I divers;,
(b) zone 2 divers;,
(c) zone 3 divers?

(2) What species of abalone are available
in-
(a) zone I;
(b) zone 2;
(c) zone 3?

(3) What species of abalone can be taken in
1981 by-
(a)
(b)
(c)

zone I divers;
zone 2 divers;
zone 3 divers?

(4) (a) Is a special temporary permit
available to zone I and 2 divers for
Roe's abalone;

(b) when was it granted;
(c) for how long;
(d) under what restrictions?

Mr OtCONNOR replied:

(1) (a) Greenlip. Brownlip, and Roe's
abalone;

(b) Greenlip and Bro-wnlip abalone;
(c) Roe's abalone.

(2)

(3)

(a) Greenlip, Brownlip, and Roe's
abalone;

(b) Greenlip, Brownlip. and Roe's
abalone;

(c) Roe's abalone and limited quantity
of Greenlip; Brownlip abalone also
occurs, but in very small numbers.

(a) Greenlip, Brownlip, and Roe's
abalone;

(b) Greenlip and Brownlip abalone and
Roe's abalone east of Augusta;

(c) Roe's abalone.
(4) (a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Roe's abalone may be taken in
zones l and 2.
Zone 1-1 February 1979;
Zone 2---end of 1980;
no time limit;
there is a legal minimum size of six
cm.

FISHERIES
Abalone: Roe's

779. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

How many kilogrammes of Roe's
abalone have been taken by licensed
divers from zones 1 and 2 over the last
18 months?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

Zone 1- 19 kg in 1980.
Zone 2-41 kg in 1980.
figures for 1981 are not available.

FISH ER IES

A ba lone: Processing

780. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

(1) How many firms process abalone in
Western Australia?

(2) (a) Who are they; and
(b) from where do they operate?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) All companies with an unlimited

processing licence are permitted to
process abalone. However, it is
understood that two companies process
most of the abalone.
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(2) (a) and 0b) Section 19 of the Fisheries
Act does not permit the disclosure
of information on individuals
without their prior consent in
writing.

FISHERIES

Abalone: Professional Divers

781. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

What consideration has been given to
reviewing the provision of abalone
divers' licences with a view to licence for
species rather than licence for area?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

Meetings are being held between
representatives of zone 2 and zone 3
divers and officers of the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife with a view to a
report on this subject being prepared for
the Minister's consideration.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Department: Staff

782. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) How many permanent professional
officer positions did the Department of
Conservation and Environment have six
months ago?

(2) How many of these positions were
unfilled?

(3) What were the positions that were-

(a) filled;
(b) unfilled?

(4) How many of the permanent
professional officers in (3)(a) have since
left the department?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) 30.
(2) One.

(3) (a) All posit ions-except
(b) research officer-special services

branch.

(4) Six.

COCKBURN SOUND

Ground Water: Pollution

783. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is it a Fact that in the unconfined
aquifers underlying the eastern shores of
Cockburn Sound there is a natural flow
of groundwater toward and ultimately
into Cockburn Sound?

(2) Is it a fact that process liquors from the
Alcoa refinery are reaching the
groundwater directly under the refinery
site?

(3) To what extent are these caustic
substances contaminating the ground
water?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) and (3) Yes. Contamination has

occurred directly beneath the refinery.
The company is recovering the
groundwater and has taken appropriate
steps to avoid further contamination.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Foresh ore Revieaiisa elan

784. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) In respect of the strip between
Leschenault Estuary and the scenic
drive, how many trees and what types
have been planted since 1979?

(2) What was the cost?

(3) (a) Is any further
recommended; and

revitalisat(ion

(b) if so, what is it?

(4) How much will it cost and when will it
be done?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) 250 trees. Casuarina and Melaleuca.

(2) 5500.

(3) (a) Yes.
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(b) and (4) Most of this land between
the estuary and the road is
currently privately owned. There is
a development proposal current,
and the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority is awaiting
confirmation that the land will be
passed to the Government for
vesting in the local government
authority as public open space.

LESCHENAULT IN LET

Management Programme
785. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister

representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

Further to his answers to parts (a) to (e)
of question 642 of 1981 relevant to
management studies, why have no
studies been carried out on-
(a) Foreshore reserve clarification;,
(b) strata title implications:,
(c) catchment management guidelines;
(d) tide research; and
(e) revegetation easement implement-

ation?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(a) to (e) The consultant's recommendations

and proposals for a management
programme, together with .public
Comment, have been studied by the
Lesehenault Inlet Management
Authority, and it is now in the process of
finalisi ng its management programme
for submission to the Minister.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Foreshare: Vegetation Study
786. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister

representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) When was the study by Blackwell and
Cala on the vegetation of the
Lesehenault Inlet foreshore completed?

(2) How much did it cost?
(3) Will the Minister please provide me

with a copy of it?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) 1979.
(2) S5400.

(3) The study is available in the reading
room of the Department of Conservation
and Environment.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Ocean Entrance
787. Mr BARN ETT, to the Minister for Works:

(1) With reference to the study of the
Leschenault Inlet ocean entrance by the
Public Works Department, when was
the study done?

(2) How much did it cost?
(3) What were the areas of expertise of

those people participating in the study?
(4) What were the guidelines of the study?
(5) Will the Minister provide me with a

copy?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(I) The study was carried out in 1979.
(2) $6000.
(3) The study was carried out by officers or

the Public Works Department who have
expertise in coastal engineering, and
with input from Soil Conservation
Services or the Department of
Agriculture.

(4) The purpose of the study was to obtain
the most effective means at least cost to
overcome the erosion problem at the
north shore of the ocean Cut.

(5) It is an internal report of the Public
Works Department and a copy of the
report will be forwarded to the member.
It should -be noted however, that the
updated estimated cost of the work as
proposed is now 5448 000.

PEEL INLET

Fares hore Reserves: Vesting

788. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is the recommendation or the Peel Inlet
Management Authority to vest vacant
Crown land and foresh ore reserves
jointly in the management authority and
the local authority considered to be an
important recommendation?

(2) Why has no vacant Crown land nor any
foreshore reserves been vested in the 18
months since the report was released?
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Mr O'CON NOR replied:

(1) The Peel Inlet Management Authority
rejected the consultant's
recommendation for joint vesting of
foreshore reserves.

(2) The Peel Inlet Management Authority
has made some recommendations for
reservation, but not vesting.

PEEL AND HARVEY INLETS

Foreshore Reserves: Size

789. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Further to answers to question 644 of
1981 relevant to reserve sizes, does the
Department of Conservation and
Environment therefore consider that
reserves should vary to sizes sometimes
larger than those recommended by the
Peel Inlet Management Authority?

(2) If so, which areas are considered for
larger reserves?

Mr

(1)
(2)

O'CONNOR replied:

Yes.
Those where the physical or biological
characteristics necessitate larger
reserves.

LESCHENAIJLT INLET

Foreshore Reserves

790. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(I) Further to answers to question 645 of
1981 relevant to reserves, does the
department therefore consider that
reserves should vary to sizes sometimes
larger than those recommended by the
Leschenault
Authority?

larger reserves?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(I)
(2)

PEEL INLET

Capital Works

791. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) In respect of the $53 276 spent on
capital works during 1979-80 on the
Peel Inlet, on what was it spent?

(2) (a) Of the $15 952 spent so far in 1980-
8 I, on what was it spent;

(b) how will the balance of $67 000 be
allocated and spent by June 1981 ?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Riverview swimming area

Furnnisdale-upgraded foreshore
Murray Bend-boat ramp and foreshore
Dawesville foreshore
Cadadup foreshore and picnic area
Mary Street Lagoon foreshore
Soltoggio's Point foreshore and picnic

area
Herron's Point
Coodanup renourishment of beach
Nairns restoration of foreshore
South Yunderup foreshore.

(2) (a) Coodanup foreshore
Furnnisdale picnic area
Riverview picnic area
Restoration of foreshore Yunderup
Murray Bend picnic area;

(b,) completion of Coodanup foreshore
Furnnisdale picnic area
Riverview picnic area
Murray Bend ramp and picnic area
South Yunderup Island access
Dawesville foreshore
Cadadup Beach renourishment
Soltoggio's Point picnic area
Herron Point Reserve
Mandurah foreshore
Murray River delta islands.

MANGLES BAY

Marina

Inlet Management 792. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation

~as are considered for and the Environment:

Yes.
Those where the physical or biological
characteristics necessitate larger
reserves.

(1) Has the Department of Conservation
and Environment conducted any
investigation into the establishment of a
yachting marina at Mangles Bay?

(2) (a) What studies have been done: and
(b) with what result?
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Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) The Department of Conservation and

Environment was represented on the
steering committee for outer boa t
harbour which in 1975 considered sites
for the provision of an all-weather
harbour outside of Swan River for
promotion of yachting and marine sports
and to relieve congestion on the Swan
River. A site in the Mangles Bay area
was one of the sites considered.

(2) (a) and (b) The Mangles Bay site was
rejected early in the committee's
considerations on engineering
grounds.

MANGLES BAY

Marina

793. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Has the Government received any
requests from any organisations in
Rockingham for consideration to be
given to the development of a marina in
Mangles Bay?

(2) (a) What organisations approached the
Government; and

(b) when?
(3) What action has been taken by the

Government to investigate the
establishment of a marina in Mangles
Bay?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) to (3) Fremantle Port Authority has not
received any direct application for the
location of such a facility at Mangles
Bay.

ALUMINA REFINERIES

Alcoa of Australia Ltd.: Caustic Mud Lakes

794. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(.1) How many leaks are now known to exist
in the Alcoa mud lake system at
Kwinana?

(2) From which lake does each leak come
and on what date was each reported to
the Government?

(3) What action has been taken in each case
to contain the leaks?

(4) How many plumes are now known to
have passed their respective recovery
bores?

(5) Which are they?
(6) Will the Minister please provide plans

showing details?
M r O'CON NOR repl ied:
(1) and (2) In lakes A, B, and C there are

indications of two leaks reported in
September 1975. Three leaks in F lake
were reported in August 1979.

(3) In all cases Alcoa is recovering polluted
groundwater.

(4) and (5) The leading edge of one plume
at A, B, and C lakes and one plume at F
lake are beyond the present recovery
bores.

(6) The plans available are complex and
require technical explanation and as
such are unsuitable for general use.

MANGLES BAY

Port Facilities

795. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Does the department still expect to
establish port facilities with land-backed
wharf facilities in the Mangles Bay
region?

(2) When is it thought that such a facility
will-

(a) be needed;
(b) begin construction?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:
(1) Such facilities are included in future

Government approved port development
plans.

(2) (a) Not yet determined,
(b) construction lead time would be

approximately three years.

RAILWAY

Point Peron -Roc king ham

796. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) At what stage of planning is the railway
line through Rockingham to Point
Peron?
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(2) Is it still expected to be required for
future development?

(3) Is the department now the owner of aH
the land necessary for the construction
of such a railway?

Mr RUSI-4TON replied:
(I) No current work is planned, but the

route has been clearly defined.
(2) Yes.
(3) Except for the purchase of one residence

which is currently being finalised all
needed land has been acquired.

FISHERIES

Cockburn Sound

797. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

What are the species of fish,
molluscs and crustacea which use
Cockburn Sound as a breeding and
nursery habitat?

M r O'CON NOR replied:
The member is referred to "Technical
Report on Fish Productivity-Report
Noi 4 of the Cockburn Sound Study"
available from the Department of
Conservation and Environment;
"Fisheries Report No. 35, 1978" of the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
and "Fisheries Report No. 2, 1977", of
the Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife, both available from the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife.

COCKBURN SOUND

CSBP and Farmers Lid.

798. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Have any studies been done which
investigate the environmental problems
caused by the input of soluble flouride to
Cockburn Sound by CSBP?

(2) (a) What studies were they;
(b) by whom, and at what cost:,
(c) will the Minister provide a copy of

any reports available?
Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) No.
(2) (a) to (c) Not applicable.

COCKBURN SOUND

BP Reiery

799. Mr BARNETT, to
representing the Minister
and the Environment:

the Minister
for Conservation

(1) Have any studies been done which
indicate the environmental problems
caused by the input of petroleum
hydrocarbons to Cockburn Sound by BP
Refinery?

(2) (a) What studies were they;
(b) by whom and at what cost;
(c) will the Minister provide a copy of

any reports available?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) and (2) A preliminary survey of
petroleum hydrocarbons was carried out
as part of the Cockburn Sound study of
1976-79. This survey which
concentrated upon alkanes, was carried
out by specialists at the Chemistry
Department, WA Institute of
Technology, under contract to the
Department of Conservation and
Environment. Results were incorporated
in the technical reports of the Cockburn
Sound study, available for reference at
the Department of Conservation and
Environment.
Further studies, including attention to
aromatic hydrocarbons, are presently
being carried out by the same group,
with Field support by the Marine Studies
Branch of the Department of
Conservation and Environment. This
study is being prepared jointly by the
Department of Conservation and
En v iron me nt-$]lO 000-a nd B P
Refinery-S 15 000. The report will be
prepared by December 1981.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Owen Anchorage

800. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is it a fact that in 1979 the group of
hide processing plants bordering Owen
Anchorage were discharging inputs into
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the anchorage which in part consisted of Mr YO
in excess of 11.4 kg per day or (a
chromiLum?

(2) What studies have been done over the
last six months to determine levels of
chromium discharge into the same area? (

(3) What reductions in discharge have(b
occurred?

(4) What positive steps have been taken to
ensure such a reduction?

M r O'CON NOR replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) None.
(3) Unknown.
(4) Answered by (1) to (3) above.

1229

UNG replied:
The results show no significant
trend. There has been no
identification of salmonella since
1979;
shellfish from Owen Anchorage are
not processed for sale and are not
tested.

COCKRURN SOUND

Phosphorous

FISHERIES

Cockburn Sound and Owen Anchorage

801. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Health:

(1) What studies have taken place over the
last 18 months to determine the
contamination by heavy metals of fish
and shellfish in-

(a) Cockburn Sound;
(b) Owen Anchorage?

(2) Ha\'e these tests shown any reduction in
heavy metal levels over the last 18
months?

(3) What positive steps have been taken by
the Government to effect such a
red uct ion?

Mr YOUNG replied:

(I) (a) Sampling by the Department of
Health and Medical Services and
the Department of Conservation
and Environment;

(b) the tests are conducted in Cockburn
Sound generally and not in Owen
Anchorage in particular.

(2) Yes.
(3) Land disposal of gypsum by CSBP.

FISHER IES

Cockburn Sound and Owen Anchorage

802. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister ror Health:

Have the last 18 months brought about
any reduction in the bacteriological
concentrations in shellfish from-

(a) Cockburn Sound:
(b) Owen Anchorage?

803. Mr BARNETT, to
representing the Minister
and the Environment:

the Minister
for Conservation

(1) Is CSBP still responsible for 87 per cent
or the phosphorous discharge into
Cockburn Sound?

(2) If "No", what has been done to effect a
reduction in this discharge, and with
what result?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1)
(2)

No.
As part of the new phosphoric acid plant
being commissioned, CSBP will
discontinue the regular discharge of
gypsum to the Sound.

COCKBURN SOUND

Kwinana Nitrogen Company Pty. Ltd.

804. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

H-as the action taken by Kwinana
Nitrogen Company in reducing its
discharge to Cockburn Sound had any
noticeable effect on reducing-

(a) algae bloom;
(b) growth of filamentous epiphytic

algae?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(a) Monitoring of phytoplankion
blooms in Cockburn Sound has
continued.
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A preliminary examination of
results to date indicates that there
may have been some response to
reduced inputs of nitrogenous
substances.
Action to reduce nutrient input to
the Sound is continuing.
Even when nutrient levels have been
further reduced, improvements in
waler clarity are expected to be
spread over two to three years, as
pointed out in the report of the
Cockburn Sound Study.

(b) Decline in growths of filamentous
epiphytic algae is expected to
parallel that of phytoplankton
blooms.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Warnbro Sound

805. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

In relation to the proposed installation
of an effluent disposal pipe for Point
Peron, have any studies been done of
Warnbro Sound to enable a comparison
for later studies after the pipeline has
been established?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:
Baseline studies for the pipe proposal
are proceeding and include work in
Warnbro Sound and other areas
adjacent to the proposed discharge area.

COCKBURN SOUND

Gypsum

806. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) It is a fact that in 1979 approximately
350 000 kg/day of gypsum was being
discharged into Cockburn Sound?

(2) (a) Has there been any reduction in
this level of discharge;

(b) what is the level of discharge per
day now?

(3) How much per day does the relevant
legislation permit the company to
discharge?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) Yes;

(b) minimal quantities.

(3) 350 000 kg a day.

COCKBURN SOUND
BP' Refinery and Sewage Effluent

807. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

What actions have been taken in the last
18 months by-
(a) B P Refinery:
(b) Woodman Point

treatment plant;
waste water

to reduce their heavy metal input into
Cockburn Sound?

M r O'CONNOR replied:
(a) The company has carried out process

improvement to reduce all heavy metal
inputs as much as it is practicable;

(b) none; heavy metal content in sewerage
effluent from Woodrman Point is below
levels set by the World Health
Organisation for drinking water.

MINING

Lime Sands: Parmelia and Success Banks

80S. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Mines:

What plans and/or applications exist for
the mining of lime sands from the
Success and/or Parmelia banks?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
Cockburn Cement is mining lime sands
from the Success and Parmelia Banks in
accordance with clause 6 of the Cement
Works (Cockburn Cement Limited)
Agreement. The actual operations are
approved by the Fremantle Port
Authority. The present mining is along
the line of a proposed second shipping
channel across the twb banks. Sufficient
lime sand will be obtained from this
channel to service Cockburn's needs to
around 1990. Beyond this time there are
no firm plans, although the company
has conceptual areas delineated to cover
its requirements to 2012.
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COCKBRURN SOUND

Ground Water: Pollution

809. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

What steps have been taken by
industries adjacent to Cockburn Sound

to prevent further pollution of
groundwater subsequent to the
promulgation of the Chittleborotigh
report?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

The contamination identified in the
report was mainly due to past activities.

The companies involved had already

taken steps to minimise the risk of
further contamination.

COCKBURN SOUND

Effluent: Treatment

810. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(I ) Is it a fact that a "key recommendation"
in the Chittleborough study into
Cockburn Sound was-

Industries in the Cockburn Road
special industrial area should
pretreat waste waters to a degree
compatible with connection to a
regional wastewater treatment and
disposal scheme?

(2) What steps have been taken over the last
18 months to that effect by-

(a) the Government:

(b) the industries concerned?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:

(I) Yes.

(2) (a) and (b) The Government has had
studies carried out into the
feasibility of ocean discharge of
wastewaters off Cape Peron. These
studies included consideration of
the linking of the industries in the
Cockburn Road special industrial
area to the pipeline. As announced
recently, the MWB is proceeding
with further detailed studies into
ocean disposal of treated sewage.
The inclusion of the industry
wastewaters will be further
considered while these studies are in
progress.

During the investigation all
industries in the area were
approached for information on
changes in their wastewater quality
and quantity since the completion
of the Cockburn Sound study. It
was found that Anchorage
Butchers, Eagle Wools,
McGillvrays Tannery, and Eagle
West no longer discharged to Owen
Anchorage. WAME Robb Jetty,
Watsons Foods, Shilkins Tannery,
Crayboats Co-operative, and
Coogee Fellmongers had made
minor process improvements with a
view to eventually complying with
discharge standards required for
connection to a regional scheme or
for continued ocean discharge.

SEWERAGE

Treatment Plant: Woodman Point

811. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1) What studies have been done to
investigate methods of nutrient removal
from Woodman Point waste water
effluent discharge?

(2) What comparisons have been done with
the cost of deep sea outfalls such as the
Point Peron proposal?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) A review of available technology for
nitrogen removal from wastewater was
made using published information
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supplemented by the considerable
expertise available within the Water
Board on wastewater treatment. The
"Bardenphs" process developed and
proven in South Africa was considered
to be the most economic and reliable
method.

(2) An intensive three-month study by a
team of Water Board engineers into the
feasibility and costs of advanced
secondary treatment including nitrogen
removal at Woodman Point was
conducted concurrently with
consultants' studies into long ocean
outfalls. The treatment option was round
to be substantially more expensive.
particularly in regard to annual
operating costs for the energy intensive
treatment process.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Foreshore Reservyes
812. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister

representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Would the Minister please advise details
of the 25 foreshore reserves agreed to by
the Government along the foreshores of
the Lesehenault Estuary?

(2) How many reserves were sought by the
Lesehenault Inlet Management
Authority?

(3) How many have been rejected and
which?

(4) How many are still under consideration?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) to (4) The information requires con-
siderable research and will be forwarded
to the member direct.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Canal Developments

813. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Further to his answers to question 663
of 1981 relevant to canal developments,
will the Minister please provide details
of the two canal developments advised?

(2) Why was the third
discontinued?

proposal

M r O'CON NO0R re plied:

(1) Clifton Park Estate, stage 3, residential
subdivision and Pelican Point leisure
resort.

(2) The developers altered the proposal to a
special residential subdivision on the
east side of Scenic Drive called Marina
Waters.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Land Ownership

814. Mr BARNETT, to
representing the Minister
and the Environment:

the Minister
for Conservation

How much land surrounding the
Leschenault Inlet in the form of
wetlands is in public ownership?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

Within 500 metres of the inlet, wetlands
in public ownership are as follows-

(a) Vittoria Bay Estate of 45 hectares
owned by the City of Bunbury; and

(b) peninsula-four hectares of Crown
land.

LESCHENAIJLT INLET

Wetlands

815. Mr BARNETT, to
representing the Minister
and the Environment:

the Minister
for Conservation

(1) When is it expected that the study of the
wetlands surrounding Lesehenault Inlet
will be complete?

(2) Does the Minister have a map showing
details at that time?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) May 1981.
(2) On completion of the study, the Minister

will have a map.
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LESCHENAULT INLET

Fishermen

816. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

(I) Why is it that only 17 of the 22
professional Fishermen licensed to fish in
Leschenault Inlet actually fish in the
inlet?

(2) Why do the other live not Fish in the
inlet?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Fishermen licensed to fish in

Leschenault Inlet are not required to do
so. Their professional fisherman licence
also entitles them to operate in ocean
waters.

(2) See(lI).

PEEL AND HARVEY INLETS

Birds

817. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

Further to answers to part (2) of
question 654 of 1981, relevant to birdlife
at Peel and Harvey Inlets, is it intended
to conduct the longer term studies
indicated in order to determine which
birds niay have stopped using Peel and
Harvey Inlets as a breeding ground?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
No.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Fish Breeding Grounds

818. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Fisheries and
Wildlife:

(1) Further to his answers to question 653
of 1981 relevant to fish studies, in view
of the obviously different nature of
Lesehenault Inlet to that of Peel Inlet,
particularly the different nature of
contaminants, would the Minister
consider implementing such studies as
are necessary to determine the species of
fish crustaceans and molluscs in
Leschenault Inlet?

(2) If "No", will the Minister indicate how
the department will be able to determine
if contaminants are having a minimal
effect or a decimating effect on certain
species?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) There are no plans for such a study.
(2) Evaluation of the effect of possible

contaminants on the fish fauna of the
inlet would be a major undertaking
beyond the present resources of the
department.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Boatis

819. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Works:

(1) Has any work been done on the Paris
Road boat ramp in Lesehenault Inlet
since November 1979?

(2) What work has been done?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Answered by (1).

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

System 6

820. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) How long will the public have to review
and comment on the system 6 report?

(2) What publicity programme has been
organised for the launching of the report
and the subsequent public review
period?

(3) What moneys have been committed to
the publicity programme?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) and (2) A copy of the media release has

been forwarded to the member.
(3) $4000.

PEEL INLET

Foreshore Reserves: Size

821. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) In respect of the recommendatiorn of the
Peel Inlet Management Authority for
foreshore reserves of 50 metres and
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upper 'reaches revegetation easements of
10 metres and with relevance to his
answers to question 667 of 1981 relevant
to foreshore reserves-

(a) where is this not consistent with the
department's scientific evaluation
of the area's needs;

(b) which are the areas that the
authority considers should be larger
areas for foreshore reserves?

(2) In respect of answers to part (3) of
question 667, have the negotiations for
foreshore reserves so far recommended
always been successful?

(3) What reserves exist on Barraghup
island?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) (a) Where such detailed scientific
evaluation indicates otherwise;

(b) where detailed scientific evaluation
so indicates.

(2) The authority is not always immediately
aware of the outcome of its
recom menda tions relating to
negotiations for foreshore reserves, but
as far as can be ascertained at present,
its recommendations have been
successfully implemented.

(3) None. But a proposed reserve is being
negotiated.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Water Exchange Studies

822. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Furthcr to question 668 of 1981 relevant
to water exchange, is it a fact that the
Leschenault Inlet Management
Authority recommended 18 months ago
in its report that studies be done on the
exchange of water between the inlet and
the ocean'?

(2) Why, after I8 months, have no studies
been done'?

M r OCON NOR replied:

(1) This is a recommendation in the
consultant's report which is currently
being evaluated.

(2) The consultant's report is currently
being evaluated by the authority.

JERVOISE BAY

Management Programme

823. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) In respect of bulletin 64 of
Department of Conservation

the
and

Environment, is a more detailed
management programme for Jcrvoise
Bay in the course of preparation?

(2) When will it be complete?
(3) Will she undertake to forward me a

copy when it becomes available?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) The Jervoise Bay-Woodman Point co-

ordinating steering committee is
preparing a design plan and
recommendations for the management
of Woodman Point. The major
components in bulletin 64 relating to the
other parts of the Jervoise Bay-Owen
Anchorage area are subjects for separate
study by the relevant instrumentalities.

(2) The document in course of preparation
by the co-ordinating steering committee
will be submitted shortly for my
consideration.

(3) If the proposals are acceptable to the
Government, copies will be made
available to the relevant organisations
and persons, including the member.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Management Programme

824. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

Further to answers to question 706 of
1981 in respect of provisions in the
Leschenault Inlet Management
Authority's draft management
programme-
(a) is it a fact that this was published

in November 1979;
(b) why has it not yet been finally

accepted:
(c) when can it be expected that a

decision on aceeptance or non-
acceptance will be made?
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Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(a) No; the consultant's report on
proposals for a management
programme was completed in
November 1979;

(b) the authority has been studying and
evaluating public comment and is
preparing its draft management
programme:

(c) when completed, the authority's
draft management programme will
be presented to the Minister.

RECREATION

Collie River

825. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Recreation:

(1) Is he aware of the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority report of 1979
and its calls for canoeing facilities in the
Collie River?

(2) Has his department taken any actio n
since 1979 in the area of the Collie
River downstream of the Collie dam
to-

(a) provide vehicular access and
facilities for launching and
retrieving canoes;

(b) provide "canoe only" areas:
(c) provide facilities where canoeists

can rest or camp overnight;
(d) publicise designated and suitable

areas and facilities available?

MrGRAYDEN replied:
(1) Yes. The report was prepared by

consultants for the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority. The report has
been released for public commenit by the
authority which is currently preparing a
management programme for submission
to my colleague, the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment.

(2) (a) to (di) The responsihility for the
development and management of
"facilities" for canoeists on the
Collie River and Leschenault Inlet
rests with the management
authorities currently involved: i.e.,
Forest Department, local
government authorities, and the
Leschenault Inlet Management
Authority.

I am aware of the use that the
Collie River has as a canoeing
venue and will have my recreation
department liaise with the relevant
authorities to determine what
assistance may be given.

LESCH-ENAULT INLET

Boats

826. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
Transport:

for

(1) Is he aware of the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority report of 1979?

(2) Further to his answers to my question
712 of 1981 relevant to speed limit
restrictions within Leschenault Inlet,
what investigations have been done by
his department into the requests for
speed limit restrictions within the inlet?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) The Harbour and Light Department is

represented on the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority and is aware of
the management programme.

(2) None. The Harbour and Light
Department is unaware of any requests
for speed restrictions within the inlet.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Effluent

827. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Works:

(1) Is he aware of the Leschenault Inlet
Management Authority management
programme?

(2) Is he aware that the report claims
Laporte effluent disposal has
significantly contributed to erosion in
the sand dunes of the Leschenault
peninsula?

(3) How does he equate this with his answer
to my question 716 of 1981 relevant to
effluent disposal that "effluent disposal
activities on the Leschenault peninsula
have not significantly contributed to
erosion on the Leschenault Peninsula"?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) 1 am aware of the consultants' report

commissioned by the Leschenault
Management Authority.

(2) Yes.
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(3) The P'ublic Works Department does not
consider that this particular report is
factual in a number of areas.
Subsequent to this report in February
1980, Mr McMillan, then Chairman of
the Landscape and Conservation
Committee of the National Trust and
Immediate Past President of the Tree
Society, visited the 'area and as reported
in the Daily News of 17 February, 1980,
concluded that the existing disposal
methods were satisfactory and that the
environment on ihe peninsula was in a
healthy state.

LA PORTE AUSTRALIA LTD.

Effluent

828. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Works:

Who are the people on the technical
committee investigating all options for
Laporte effluent disposal?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

Mr J. Abbott, Public Works
Department (Chairman)
Mr R. Gorman, Government Chemical
Laboratories
Mr R. Green, Public Works Department
Dr W. Andrew, Public Works
Department
Dr D. Hancock, Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife
Mr E. Biggs, Geological Survey, Mines
Department
Dr R. Field, Department of
Conservation and Environment
Dr P. Murphy, Department of
Resources Development
Mr R. Noble, Laporte Australia
Limited.

JERVOISE BAY

Marine Industries

829. Mr BARNETT. to the Minister for
Health:

(1) Is it a fact that the Chittleborough
report' of 1979 recommends further
studies in the Jervoise Bay area to assess
the potential problem of sand blasting
and spray painting from industries based
on Jervoise Bay'?

(2) Further to his answers to my question
720 of 19&1 relevant to Jervoise Bay
based industries, and with relevance to
the above, why have these studies not
begun?

Mr YOUNG replied:

(1) 1 am not aware that this is so; however,
the Environmental Protection Authority
report on the Jervoise Bay proposal did
make this recommendation.

(2) Discussions with major marine
industrial and land users in the Jervoise
Bay area indicated that pre-coated steel
would be used and sandblasting limited
to touch-up work only. As this virtually
eliminates the problem of large-scale
open sandblasting, further studies have
not been considered necessary.

JERVOISE BAY

Wetlands

830. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Further to question 722 of 1981 relevant
to Jervoise Bay adjacent wetlands, asked
of the Minister for Urban Development
and Town Planning, has the Minister's
department prepared a management
plan for the wetlands lying adjacent to
the Jervoise Bay industrial estate?

(2) Does the department agree with the
recommended resiting of the proposed
coast roads to a site 70 metres west in
order to afford greater protection to the
area?

(3) (a) What action has been taken with
other Government departments to
effect thi resiting;

(b) which departments;
(c) with what results?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) No.
(2) Yes.

(3) (a) to (c) The EPA requested the
resiting and negotiated with the
Town Planning Department, the
Main Roads Department, and the
MRPA to achieve the present
design which achieves the resiting.
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JERVOISE BAY

Pollution: Contingency Plans

831. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Further to answers by the Minister for
Transport to my question 723 of 1981
relevant to Jervoise Bay, has the
Environmental Protection Authority or
the Department of Conservation and
Environment assessed the contingency
plans to combat polutants within
Jervoise Bay?

(2) Is it satisfied that they are suitable for
any foreseeable emergency?

(3) If not, where do they fall short of
departmental recommendations?

M r O'CON NOR replied:
(1) Not specifically for .Jervoise Bay;

however through membership on the
technical advisory committee to the
State oil spills combat committee, the
Department of Conservation and
Environment is aware of contingency
plans for EPA to control oil spills.

(2) The Department of Conservation and
Environment is satisfied with the general
objectives and principles that are
encompassed in the oil spill contingency
plan.

(3) Answered by (2).

JERVOISE BAY

Pollution: Contingency Plans

832. Mr BARN ETT, to the Minister for
Transport:

Further to his answers to my question
723 of 1981 relevant to .Jervoise Bay,
would he please provide me with details
of the contingency plans developed for
combating pollutants in Jervoise Bay?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
The Fremantle Port Authority pollution
contingency plan incorporates rapid
mobilisation of fully trained staff,
pollution containment boomns, pollution
recovery equipment both mechanical
and manual, pollutant storage lighters,
tugs, work boats, and communication
equipment. Other agencies can be
mobilised as necessary depending on
magnitude of incident and the

Frenmantle Port Authority plan
integrates With the national plan.
Current replanning is taking place to
include a computer based drift
prediction system to enable speedier
response to incidents.

COCKBURN SOUND

Ground Water: Pollution

833. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservatiun
and the Environment:.

(1) Wi.h reference to his answers to my
question 731 of 1981 relevant to plant
treatment of water discharges, who are
the members of the technical review
committee formed by the Department of
Conservation and Environment to
investigate Government and private
enterprise options in plant treatment
of water discharges?

(2) When was it formed?
(3) How often has it met?

Mr. O'CON NOR replied:
(1) Dr R. G. Chittleborough, Department of

Conservation and Environment-
Chairman
Dr D. A. Hancock, Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife
Mr D. Harvey, Metropolitan Water
Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Board
Dr R. Lugg, Department oF Health and
Medical Services
Dr P. J. Murphy, Department of
Resources Development
Mr A. Urquart, Fremantle Port
Authority.

(2) April 1980.
(3) Six meetings to date.

CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

South Vunderup Canal Project

834. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

With respect to the South Vunderup
canals development and relevant to the
report of the steering committee on
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canal development, will it be possible Lo
implement changes to ensure adequate
water circulation, if found necessary. at
the time the report is handed down?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

Yes.

LESCHENAULT INLET

Beaches

835. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

Further to the Minister's answers to
parts (a), (b), and (d) of my question
708 of 1981 relating to beaches at
Leschenault Inlet, will he please provide
me with further detail as to actual work
undertaken?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(a) Collie River, Dardanup-a swimming
jetty and sandbeach put in and a
signpost erected stating that no boats
are allowed;

(b) a signpost erected stating jetty is to be
used only by swimmers;

(c) the Australind maintenance unit and
Dardanup maintenance unit have
cleaned beach areas, mowed lawns, and
piled-up rubbish.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

Institution: Hiltn

836. Mr HERZFELD, to the Minister for
Community Welfare:

(1) How many alleged or convicted juvenile
offenders committed to Hillston were
absent without authorisation in each
month over the past year?

(2) How many separate incidents of
unauthorised absenteeism occurred in
each period?

(3) Would he list identical information for
each juvenile institution under the
control of the Community Welfare
Department?

Mr HASSELL replied:
I am advised as follows-
(1) The numbers of children who were

at Hillston as a result of current
charges or convictions and who

went absent from the institution
without authorisation in each
month over the past year are as
follows-

April 1980..................
May 1980 ..................
June 1980 ............. ...
July 1980 ... ................
August 1980 ...............
September 1980 .........
October 1980 ...............
November 1980............
December 1980 ..........
January 1981 .............
February 1981 .............
March 1981................

3
3
8

10
'3
l0
6

16
6

(2) The numbers of separate incidents
of such absenteeism in each period
were as follows-

April 1980................... 3
May 1980 .................... 2
June 1980 .................... 7
July 1980..................... 9
August 1980.................. 8
September 1980............. 10
October 1980................. 9
November 1980.............. 6
December 1980.............. 4
January 1981 ...... ........ 3
February 1981 ............... 12
March 1981 .................. 4

(3) (a) The numbers of children who
were at other institutions for
similar reasons and who went
absent from their respective
institutions without authori-
sat ion are as follows-

Bridge- wal. Long- River.
water McCall Cott more bank Nyandi

April 1980 .....
May 1980........
June 1980........
July 1980........
August 1980 ....
September 1980 ....
October I1980...
November 1980 ....
December 1980 ..
January 1981...
February 198t..
March 1981....

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
a
0
0
0
0

16
24
'9
24
13
16
I5
17
12
10
15
21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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(b) The numbers of separate
incidents of such absenteeism
from each centre are as
follows-
Bridge- Wal. Long, Rkiser.

*aicr McCall cott more banik Nyuedi

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

2

0
0
0

0

0
0

'7
38
32
22
13
25
23
18
13
9
10
23

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I -am further advised that these
statistics include periods of
absenteeism of as little as one
hour in duration and that in
respect of open centres they
include absenteeism from
authorised outings.

PR ISONS
Escapees and Woorolvo Training Centre

837. Mr HERZFELD, to the Chief Secretary:

(1) How many convicted inmates have
escaped from the Wooroloo training
centre in each month for the last 12
months?

(2) How many of these have been
recaptured?

(3) For each of the past five years, how
many prisoners have escaped from each
institution under the control and
direction of the Department of
Corrections?

(4) I n each year, how many were
recaptured?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Number of inmates

Wooroloo in the past

May 1980
June 1980
July 1980
August 1980
September 1980
October 1980
November 1980
December 1980
January 1981

that escaped from
12 months were-

0

0
2

0

2
0

February 1981
March 1981
April 1981

3
2

12

(2) Of the above, 10 are known to have been
recaptured.

(3)

Albany
Bandyup
Bartaris mill
Broomse
Brunswick Junction
Bunbury
C.W. Campbell remand
Fremantle
Geroldlon
Highgaic
Kalgooelic

Pardels p
Roeboonc
West Perth
Woocotno
Wyndhamn
E35t Perth

Police gal

1975-76 1976&77 1977-78
6 14 9
3 to 7

5 15 5
6 7 9

10 25 24
14 13 7

4 4 4
5s 39 15

11 7 6
2 6 1

16 23 20
25 37 59

1 11 24

- 7
123 223

1978.79 1979.80
20 -
25 14
14 14
4 7
7 2

10 1

22 1 2
32 Is
2 2
A I

20 14
8 10
1 t6

15 i
21 i
15 4

I ~- -
191 250 143

(4) Figures of recaptured escapees were not
held prior to the introduction of the
computer system in 1979. The number
recaptured during 1 979-80 was
158-not necessarily escaped during
that year.

ROAD
Red Hil) Road

838. Mr HEiRZFELD, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Has the Main Roads Department
received expressions of concern over the
possible effect on traffic flow occasioned
by the additional trucks which will be
travelling to the regional rubbish tip
currently being developed on Red Hll
Road?

(2) Will this additional truck traffic affect
traffic flow on Red Hill?

(3) How many rubbish trucks are estimated
to enter the tip each day?

(4) Has consideration been given to the
provision of an additional lane for slow
moving vehicles on Red Hill?

(5) (a) If "Yes", with what result;
(b) if "No", will he give the matter

consideration?
(6) What is the estimated cost of providing

such an additional lane?

April 1980 .....
May 1980........
June 1980........
July 1980......
August 1980 ....
September 1980 ....
October 1980...
November 1980 ....
December 1980 ..
January 1981...
February 1981..
March 1981 ..
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Mr RUJSHTON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) The Main Roads Department has no

information on the number or trucks.
(4) Yes.

(5) (a) and (b) The Main Roads
Department is currently
investigating the feasibility of
widening sections or the road to
provide an additional lane for slow
moving vehicles.

(6) An estimate of cost will not be available
until the investigation is complete.

BOATS

Operators: Licensing

839. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has the Harbour and Light Department
given consideration to the need to
license the operators/ owners of power
boats?

(2) If so, will he indicate-

(a) whether this step has been taken in
any other State of Australia;

(b) is it proposed to discriminate
between boats in terms of size or
power;

(c) what will be the cost of such a
licence?

Mr RLJSHTON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a) Yes-in Queensland, NSW, SA,
and Tasmania;

(b) and (c) no .firm policy regarding
licensing has been formulated.

APPRENTICES

State Energy Commission

840. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

With reference to his answer to question
178 of 1981 relevant to Slate Energy
Commission apprentices, as at 30 June
last year-
(a) what were the number of tradesmen

employed in each trade;
(b) what was the total number of

registered apprentices employed in
each trade,

Electr

Meek:

M0toT

(c) what is the general ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen provided
for in the respective tradesmen's
awards;

(d) what was the actual ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen employed
in each trade?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(a), (b), and (d)

Tradesmnen No of Ratio of
employed registered apprentices

all locations apprentices to tradesmen
ical fitting............. 169 74 1:2.55
mend making......39 23 1,69
inical ratting ........... 189 41 1:4.6
mechanics 67 32 1:2.09

ntryvandiintry 67 6 i:11.16
Boilernmlingse

consirnetton .....
MaChinist I1st class ....
Pluming ................
Painting............. ......

TOTAL

56
5
3

32

647

12
N il
Nil

4

192

1:46A7
NilI
Nil

1:8

(c) There is no provision for ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen in the
respective tradesmen's awards.

APPRENTICES

Wesiraji

841. Mir BRYCE, to
Transport:

the Minister for

Wj' th reference to his answer to question
179 of 1981 relevant to Westrail
apprentices, as at 30 June last year-
(a) what were the number of tradesmen

employed in each trade;
(b) what was the total number of

registered apprentices employed in
each trade;

(c) what is the general ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen provided
for in the respective tradesmen's
awards;

(d) what was the actual ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen employed
in each trade?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(a), (b), and (d)

Tradesmen Ap~prentiCceS Ratio
Blacksmiths .................. 53 31 1.7
Boilermakers........173 67l ::.6
Bricklayers .................. 3 -

Car and snagon bailders 165
Carpents .... ........ ... 84 31 :2.7
Coach IMtrimes............ 23 8 :3 1
Coppersmiths................ 20 6 1 :3.3
Shtiermeta I orkets t 7 :14

Fitrmechanfical..... .. 46 287 1: 6
Fite electrical .. 137 65 t:2 1
lniLrament makers 5 2 1:2 5
Electroplaters... .. 4 2 1:2
Vtouldcrs. .... .. .......... is 8 L135
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97 29 1:3.3
9 4 1 :2.3

35 17 1:2
3 1 t:3

12
109 47 1:2.3

2
17

49
10
2

21
1:4.3
1:2.3
1:5

1-2

(c) The railway employees award No. 122
of 1977 covers all unions representing
the trades listed in (a).
It provides generally for apprentices to
be employed in the proportion of one to
every two tradesmen, but by consent
with the union or unions concerned this
proportion may be increased to one to
each one tradesman employed.

APPRENTICES

Public Works Department and
Water Board

Metropolitan

842. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Works:

With reference to his answer to questi on
I80 of 1981 relevant to Public Works
Department and Metropolitan Water
Board apprentices, as at 30 June last
year-
(a) what were the number of tradesmen

employed in each trade;
(b) what was the total number of

registered apprentices employed in
each trade;

(c) what is the general ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen provided
for in the respective tradesmen's
awards;

(d) what was the actual ratio of
apprentices to tradesmen employed
in each trade?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT-as at 30

June 1980
Architectural Division

,Nn,-
her
of

Trade,-
men
E.-

Trade plosed
Bricklaying ......................... 27
Cabinetimaking.....................t10
Carpnters........................... 161
Painters.............-.............9
Plaicer.............................. 21
Nlumbers..........75

Polisher.............. ... .... .... 2
Wood machinists.............. 4
Mechanical fitters..........24
Refrigeration mechanics . 20

Num-
her
of

Appren-
iti.
Reg.-

isterld
Is
4

41
21
9

DrcnrI*
menial1
Ratio

Antolr Trades
Ratio men/

Trade/ Appe.
App. tile
3:1 1.5:1
2:1 2.5:1
2 1 3.93:1
3:1 4.24:1
3:1 2331
2:1 2.08:1

vision
2 4:1
4 2 1

'4 2:1

2.0:1
6.":
.4 3:1

April 19811

Shectmrlal oricrs-........
Elctrical filers ..............
Electrica nsalr....... ..
TV repairs.... ....

Telephone lehnicians.
spray paitc. I...............
Instr..en .. ak.r................
Tool nmker. .................

26
37
48
24

12

12 2:1
16 2 1
8 2:1
4 2:1

NO
a-d
into-

- itltti
2:1
2:1
2 21

Pattern makers.

Plumbi adu.r...

Tool mAers......
Turner .........
V, telh ndl clock

-ca.. .... ...... 
Woold macbhnt......
Maotor mechanics .......
Motor bod9 builders.
PNell ho........
Si- doctors. .......

I1241

2 171
2 31 1
6 0:1
6&1

2.0 1
1.5:
2.5 1
1.63.1
3.0.1
3.375:1
2. 33:1
5.56:1
4.57:1
YO :1
2's 1
2.0:1
1.6 1
3.0:1
2.5:1
1.33:1
5.0:1
1.96:1
1.5: 1
3.0:A
1.0:1
7.67 1

It should be noted that these figures
related to the employment of tradesmen
and apprentices in many locations
throughout the State and as a
consequence, the quoted ratios of
apprentices to tradesmen do not
necessarily represent the situation
applying in any particular location.
METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD

The information as at 30 June 1980, is
not retained in the form requested and is
not readily available. The information as
at 31 March 1981, which would only
vary marginally from the June 1980
Figures, is as follows-

Instrumnent Flinmg......
Electrical Flinig ..................
Fitting ad lot class machining..
.Motor mcha nic .................
Ptant mechanic.-.................
Firti assdcding ad

blacksmith ...................
sheet metal ................. I
Carpetrr and joinery.. .......
Painting .... .....................
Brickia~ing.......................
Ptascroe ....... -..... .....

20
68
i's
33
34

.56
8

43
24
23
20

20
29
28
19
11

22

12

0

I I
1:2.3
1:4.2
1:1.7
1:3.1

1:2.5
1 1.1
1:3.6
1:3 4
1:2.3

RIVER

Swan: Erosion

843. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Conservation and the
Environment:
(1) Adverting to the Minister's answer to

question 571 of 1981 concerning river
bank reconstruction work necessary in

Engineering Division
Auto eluetrical fitting. .... ........ 4 2
l~acksitlsing...... ........... - 3 2

Rod~malkin.-...-................. 10 4
Boilerenaking..................... 26 16
Ca,,rpnr, sadjoinery............. 9 3
Electical Fitting........ ............ 27
Eletrical installing- ............... 14 6
.Mechanical Fitting .............. .50 9
Fitting and turning.......32 7
Motor mechanic,........75 25
Moulding ................... ..... I14A
Painting-Vehicle.................. 8 4
Paneiscuatniug ......... .... S S
Pattern making..................... 3 I
Plant mechanics........ ......... .20 8
Radio and TV sevcn.....4 3
Scicriic im,struen aking 5 1
Shecietal wrorkings......13 7
Trimming............................ 3 2
Turning and Is, classemachining. 33 11
woodt machining.................... I I
Ill class weding................. 46 6
Bricklaying.......................... I -
Carpentrly........................... 31

.ainin ..... ..........-..... 4 -

Plumbing ...................... I
Shipwri ghting................ 2 -

1 2
1-2
1 2
1:2
1:2

1 2
1 2
L2
1-2
1-2
1.2
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Redeliffe and Belmont, does the
Minister normally discuss plans for work
to be done with the relevant local
governing authority?

(2) Will the Minister provide
representatives of the Swan River
Management Authority to meet a group
of concerned riverfront residents in
Belmont and Redeliffe to discuss future
plans for bank reconstruction?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:

(1) When a request is received, the Swan
River Management Authority discusses
plans with the relevant local authority.

(2) The Swan River Management Authority
has never received such a request to
discuss future plans for bank
reconstruction, but would meet
representatives if a request was made.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEWt

Trade Mission to South A friea

844. Mr BRYCE, to the Honorary Minister
Assisting the Minister for industrial
Development and Commerce:

(1) With reference to the State Government
supported trade mission of Western
Australian businessmen to South Africa,
and the coverage it received in The West
Australian of 20 April, what was the
form and total cost of the State
Government's involvement in the trade
mission?

(2) (a) Is it a fact that the Western
Australian businessmen parti-
cipating in the mission were over-
whelmed with orders;

(b) if so, will he indicate the nature and
extent of the orders written?

(3) What are the many gaps in the South
African market referred to by the
manager of the Perth Chamber of
Commerce?

(4) Given the worldwide controversy
surrounding South A frica's racist
policies, was it considered wise to
undertake such a mission without prior
consultation with the Foreign Affairs
Department and the Trade and
Resources Department?

(5) Has consideration been given by his
department to providing support for
trade missions to other African nations?

(6) If so, will he indicate which nations are
being considered?

(7) Acknowledging the disapproval of the
South African regime by the Middle
East countries, was consideration given
to the fact that such a Government-
supported trade mission to South Africa
could jeopardise markets in the Middle
East?

Mr MacKINNON replied:
(1) I am advised that the State Government

did not provide financial support, but
welcomed the initiative of the Perth
Chamber of Commerce in organising a
trade mission of Western Australian
businessmen to South africa.

(2) to (4) The Government is not involved in
the direct follow-up of any commercial
contacts. Details of any orders are niot
known to me. However, as mentioned
above, the Government welcomes the
initiative undertaken by the Perth
Chamber of Commerce and its
members.

(5) The Government has not been
approached for such support but any
application would be considered on its
merits.

(6) See answer to (5).
(7) Yes.

HOUSING

Rental: Single-parent Families

845. Mr BRYCE, to the Honorary Minister
Assisting the Minister for Housing:

(1) How many single-parent families with
one or more children are on the tenancy
waiting list for the Perth metropolitan
area?

(2) What is the approximate waiting time
for such housing?

Mr LAURANCE replied:
(1) The information the member seeks is not

collated in the form requested and it is
not practical to commit the commission
to the cost in man hours researching the
information.

(2) Depends on the applicant's requirements
and the area in which accommodation is
requested.
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POLICE
Security Organisatlions

846. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Police and
Tra ffic:
(1) How many security service organisations

have been registered in Western
Australia?

(2) What is the estimated total number of
people employed by registered security
orga nisat ions?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) 107 registered security service

orga nisations.
(2) 1 207 registered personnel.

EDUCATION

Teacher Aides: Employment

847. Mr PEARCE, to the Minister fur
Education:

(1) How many "teacher aides" are currently
employed by the Education
Department?

(2) When were teacher aides first employed
by the Education Department?

(3) In respect of conditions of employment
of teacher aides-
(a) what qualifications are the aides

expected to have;
(b) what period and type or training do

the aides undergo;
(c) upon whose decision are the aides

selected and employed:
(d) how many hours per week do the

aides work;
(e) what is the rate of pay for teacher

aides;
(r) what are the prescribed duties of

teacher aides?
(4) Is the Education Department satisfied

that teacher aides are not being called
upon to do the work of' trained teaching
starr

Mr GRAYDEN repilied:
(1) Approximately 1 409.
(2) At the beginning of the 1975 school

year.
(3) (a) Achievement Certificate at year 10

level;
(b) no special training is required:
(c) normally selected by the principal

of' the school in conjunction with
the regional office;

(d) hours of employment vary; some
are employed on a part-time basis,
some for 32.5 hours per week, and,
if in special schools, may be
employed up to 40 hours per week:

(e) $4.51 per hour for minimum rate
and increasing to $4.88 per hour in
the fourth year or service; aides
employed at special schools are paid
$4.88 per hour as a minimum rate,
increasing to $5.49 per hour in the
fourth year of service;

(I') to undertake ancillary supporting
tasks as directed by a trained
teacher.

(4) Yes.

PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT

Sta ff

848. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

When were the incumbent officers in
respect of the following positions
appointed-

(a) the assistant under secretary of the
Premier's Department;

(b) the chief administration officer of
the Premier's Department:

(c) the director of public relations of
the Premier's Department;

(d) the Premier's Press Secretary:
(e) the executive officers or the Rural

and Allied Industries Conference?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(a) 27.12.79-,
(b) 24.1.80;
(c) 11.8.80;
(d) 10. 11.80;
(e) the initial incumbent took office on

9 May 1977 and the Most recent
executive officer commenced on 15
September 1 980.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ANZAC DAY
Saturday or Sunday: Additional Holiday

175. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:
(1) Is he aware that a number of awards

made by the Western Australian
Industrial Commission provide for
workers to have 10 public holidays a
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year, rather than specifying the actual
public holidays that shall be non-
working days, such as Anzac Day,
Queen's Birthday, and soon?

(2) Is he aware that because of this, his
Government's decision to legislate to
prevent a Monday holiday when Anzac
Day falls on a Saturday or Sunday will
cause confusion and economic loss in
industry because of the need to Find
some other day off for employees to
ensure the conditions of the awards are
met?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) Regardless of what the situation

might be and the overall number of
Mondays that are granted as public
holidays under awards, the Government,
and 1 think the community at large, is of
the opinion that Anzac Day is a special
day. It is the one day in Australia that is
acktnowledged as a truly national day, It
has always been celebrated on the day
itself, whatever day it falls on. We
believe it is wrong for a Monday holiday
to be prescribed when Anzac Day falls
on a Saturday or'Sunday. It is as simple
as that. This fact has been demonstrated
in the last few days by the number of
people who have expressed concern
about the Monday holiday.

Mr Davies: What poll did you take?
Sir CHARLES COURT: In the minds of

some people, the Monday holiday
denigrates the true significance and
solemnity of Anzac Day. I believe that
the action proposed to be taken by the
Government is right and proper. Any
other matters in regard to Monday
holidays are partly the responsibility of
the Legislature and partly the
responsibility of the Industrial
Commission.

ANZAC DAY

Saturday or Sunday: Additional Holiday

176. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

It looks as though the Premier may be
bowing to the noisy mninority rather than
to the silent majority on this occasion.

Could I ask him the following
question-
(1) Is he aware that the

Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission will shortly
hand down a decision on an
application for a day off for
employees in lieu of Anzac Day on
Saturday?

(2) If the commission agrees to this
concession, will the Government
drop its plan to amend Western
Australian legislation to prevent a
Monday holiday when Anzac Day
falls on a Saturday or Sunday, or
will it go ahead with the legislation,
leaving workers without the
protection of Commonwealth or
State awards as the only ones who
do not get the holiday?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I understand that the Commonwealth
Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission intends to hand down a
decision on this issue. I would not
presume to pre-empt the decision the
commission will make. However, even
without having had a chance to research
the legal and industrial aspects of the
matter, 1 can say the considerations that
prompted the Government to decide 'to
legislate will be unchanged. I remind the
Leader of the Opposition that it was a
Government of which he was a member
which introduced the necessary
legislative amendments to make the
events of last Monday possible.

Mr Davies: And you agreed without a word
of protest.

Sir CHARLES COURT: That legislation
was most unfortunate.

Mr Davies: You agreed to it.

Mr H. D, Evans: And your colleagues in the
Council did likewise.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Now we have seen
what happens when a Monday holiday is
proclaimed when Anzac Day falls on a
Saturday or Sunday, we can see that the
Government has made the right decision.

Mr Davies: The noisy minority.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Leader of the
Opposition talks about a noisy minority.
My judgment is that our decision is
supported by the majority of the people.
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ANZAC DAY

Sat(urday or Sunday: Additional Holiday

177. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

1 would like to preface my question to
the Premier by saying I note his strong
opposition to providing a Monday public
holiday when Anzac Day Calls on a
Saturday or Sunday.
I also note that he was
uncharacteristically silent about this
when he was Leader of the Opposition
and that he did not speak up when his
colleagues in this House and another
place supported the legislation that
provided for yesterday's holiday.
In the light of this, can he explain to the
House why he contributed to the
confusion and economic loss he claims
yesterday's holiday caused by spending
the whole afternoon watching the
football match at Subiaco Oval?

Sir C HA R LES COU RT repl ied:

Of course that question is typical of the
impertinence that the member for Ascot
displays in this place.

Mr Davies; And your answer shows your
complete lack of a sense of humour, and
your old age.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Yesterday was a
holiday that we did not subscribe to. We
have made it very clear that we will take
action to prevent- such a holiday
happening again. However, ir the
member for Ascot thinks the Premier is
not entitled to attend a game of
Australian rules football-when we
competed so successfully against the
people who like to think they are the
premier football State, namely,
Victoria-then I think he should say so.

Mr Bryce: Do you call that work? You could
have left the grandstand to do some
work in the true sense.

Sir CHARLES COURT: If I had not
attended the game yesterday, the
Opposition would have said that I do not
support our football team.

Mr Davies: You rarely go along unless you
can strut the stage.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Leader of the
Opposition should know I am a good
club supporter.

M INISTER OF TH E CROWN

Premier: Telephone Scrambling Device

178. Mr B. T. BURKE, to the Premier:

Has the Premier ever had a scrambling
or other similar device to prevent other
people listening to telephone calls
connected to his home or office
telephone?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I could, of cou rse, with great
justification, tell the member for
Balcatta to mind his own damned
business.

Mr Davies: ThaL is fairly typical too-it is a
wonder you didn't.

Sir CHARLES COURT: However, I will not
do that. It is public knowledge that
certain people in Australia have
scramblers on Lheir telephones. So far as
this Government is concerned, the
number of such scramblers is very
limited. If it helps the member for
Balcatta, there happens to be one in the
Premier's Department and one in my
home. From time to time the Prime
Minister and other people-both in
Australia and overseas-want to talk to
the Premier-

Mr Jamieson: It might make sense after it
has been scrambled.

Sir CHARLES COURT: -and on some
occasions these people want to know
that their remarks are not overheard.
There is nothing new or novel about
that.

Mr B. T. Burke: No-one has said otherwise.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The member for

Balcatta wants to rehash this matter. He
did not have to ask me the question
because it is public knowledge that this
type of equipment is installed on
telephones where security is required. As
I said in reply to the previous question,
if such a secure telephone were not
available to people such as the under
secretary and me, he would want to
know why.

MINISTER OF THE CROWN

Premier Telephone Scrambling Device

179. Mr B. T. BURKE, to the Premier:
By way of a supplementary question, I
hasten to assure the Premier that I was
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simply asking whether the devices
referred to had been installed.

Sir Charles Court: Well, you got the answer.
I know where you got the information.
Anyhow, you carry on.

Mr B. T. BURKE: Thank you, Mr Premier,
I would now like to ask the Premier,
with your forbearance, Mr Speaker,
whether the scrambling devices were
installed as the result of any incident or
occasion which indicated their necessity
to the Premier or to his Government?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Firstly, no incident made the installation
of the devices necessary. We do not need
an incident to make scramblers
desirable, both nationally and
internationally. Secondly, although the
installation was made almost as a matter
of routine after I became Premier, I
cannot be precise as to its date.

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

Air Hostesses

180. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

I wish to ask the Premier a question
relating to the strike by the air hostesses.
1 have been unable to detect in any of
the Press or electronic media coverage of
the strike any statement by the Premier
alleging that the strike has been caused
by a group of communist subversives. As
it is quite customary for the Premier to
make such a statement, I would like him
to indicate whether he believes that the
air hostesses' strike is the work of a
group of communists or similar militant
subversives, or does he see the hostesses'
strike as a genuine conflict of interests
between labour and capital in this
country?

Mr Davies: Only the Polish strike is genuine.

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I have been quite precise in my
comments about the air hostesses' strike.
It is absolutely abhorrent that the
hostesses are doing what they are doing,
regardless of whether they are left-wing,
right-wing, or any other wing. I have not
made any allegation about the particular
ideology of the air hostesses because I do
not know what it is.

Mr B. T. Burke: That is modest of you!
Sir CHARLES COURT: I would consider

the strike action equally reprehensible
whether those on strike were hostesses,
pilots, refuellers, or bag handlers. It is
beyond my belief that people are
prepared to disrupt a whole nation and
to cause such inconvenience to so many
people, quite apart from the economic
loss which will result. I want to say very
definitely that I have made the strongest
possible appeal to the Prime Minister to
put our Air Force planes on the job.

Mr Davies: All three of them!
Sir CHARLES COURT: We should utilise

the 707 planes with group configurations
to carry large numbers of people across
the nation. Also, we are entitled to ready
communication with all the other
centres in our own State. I made the
further request to the Prime Minister to
utilise the Fl I Is and even to postpone
Parliament so that we do not have
members of Parliament flying across the
nation while the hostesses are on strike.

Mr Davies: And to keep them away while
Peacock speaks.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Charles Moore (Aust.) Ltd.

181. Mr B. T. BURKE. to the Premier:

Does the Premier's concern about the
inconvenience caused to people by the
air hostesses' strike extend to those 300
people who have lost their jobs as a
result of the decision of Charles Moore
(Aust.) Ltd. to withdraw its Western
Australian operations and to sell its
assets here?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Obviously the honourable member does
not read the Press or listen to the
television and radio. My colleague has
made it clear that we are as concerned
about these 300 people as we are about
any other people who want to work. The
Minister for Labour and Industry has
taken very positive action to try to assist
the people concerned in finding
alternative employment. The short
answer to his question is that we do care,
as always, and we have done something
about it.
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FUEL AND ENERGY;. ELECTRICITY AND
GAS

Charges: Rebates
182. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Fuel and

Energy:

(1) Did he receive a submission from the
State Energy Commission action group
setting out the increasing difficulties
that low-income earners are
experiencing in meeting energy costs
and outlining a proposal for a rebate
system in August last year?

(2) Did he subsequently ask a joint working
party of the SEC and the Department
for Community Welfare to consider the
submission?

(3) When did he receive the report of this
working party?

(4) What were the recommendations
contained in the report and what action
does the Government propose in
response?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

The member would be aware of the
answer to at least three of the four
questions he has asked because I have
answered questions in this Chamber to
that effect. So the reply is as follows-
(1) to (3) Yes, as he would be well

aware. I received the report of the
working party in March of this
year. T he final form of that report
has now been referred to the
department concerned; that is, the
Department for Community
Welfare.

(4) When 1 have some response from
that department, I can then make
some decisions.

BOATS

Operators: Li censing

183. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Transport:

Pursuant to his answer to question 839
of today, which was not a sophisticated
or complicated question but one which
simply sought the intention of the
Government towards requiring owners

of power boats to be licensed, will the
Minister indicate whether he, as the
responsible Minister, supports the
proposition that Western Australia's
45 000 power boat owners should be
licensed in the light of the fact that that
step has been taken in Queensland, New
South Wales, South Australia, and
Tasmania? If so, could the Minister give
the H oust some indication of when we
may expect to see action taken in that
direction?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
In my time as Minister for Local
Government I have been asked to
register cats, and all sorts of things.
Some people even suggested we should
register sex.

Mr Davies: Before or after?
Mr RUSH-TON: One needs to be quite sure

the licensing of boat owners would
produce a gain in safety standards. I
have not had it demonstrated to me yet
that this has been the case in the States
which have moved towards boat owner
licensing. A responsible committee is
examining this matter at the moment
and 1 expect a report before me shortly
which will include those very points. I
know many people believe the
educational approach brings a more
positive result and that people believe
that those who take their pleasure on the
water generally do act responsibly and
are conscious of the need [or
maintaining their own safety. When I
receive the report of the committee
which advises me on these matters, I will
act and make my decision at that time.

BOATS

Operatrors: Licensing

184. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Transport:

As a supplementary question, is the
Minister aware oF the apparent
inconsistency of the situation, whereby
the skipper of a commercial fishing boat
is required to have a mariner's ticket,
which involves study in respect of
navigation, safety measures, the
capacity of his boat etc. before he may
rake his boat to sea and he responsible
for the lives of his crew, whereas any
individual can walk in from the street,
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purchase a very large and powerful
power boat and take five or six people
out to sea without any training or
knowledge of navigation, safety
requirements and the like? Could he
draw that inconsistency to the attention
of his committee?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
I am aware the commercial fishing fleet
operates under certain controls which
are administered by the Harbour and
Light Department and I am also aware
of the inconsistency to which he refers.
During my term as Minister for
Transport, I have had this question
examined a number of times and the
best advice I have received has been to
the effect there was not a clear case for
licensing. It is very easy to license
something but quite difficult to
unlicense that same thing, so I want to
be quite sure we do it for the best

reasons; namely, for the safety of our
boating community. I am looking
forward to receiving the committee's
report on die matter.

EDUCATION

Muresk Agricultural College
185. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
My question arises from his reply to
question 767 of today. Does he expect
that funds will be available in the
coming financial year to enable the
Muresk Agricultural College to
purchase the adjacent research station?

Mr OLD replied:
1 do not know; it is a matter for
negotiation between WALT and the
Commonwealth Government.
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